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o
This is the final summary report of work performed
by t;eneral Semiconductor Industries, Inc., under Contract
No. NAS8-51547, from George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center, Alabama, to conduct a continued reliability study
extension of Contract No. NAS8-30811. This reliability
study is on the Surge Pulse Life of the General Semicon-
a
ductor Industries, Inc., TransZorb . 1
This report includes a description of the transient
!
voltage suppressors, conditions of the test, and analysis i
of the data gathered by the tests, a summary of the
analysis and its implication on engineering design, and
also a definition of the Mean Number of Peak Pulses Before
Failure (Mp2BF). Also included is an analysis of failed
devices and a sampling of the raw data.
Information gathered in this test is intended to be
used as a guideline for engineering design in using transient
voltage suppressors in space equipment applications.
The reliability analysis on this effort was performed
at the University of Arizona in Tucson, Arizona, by Edward
Haugen, Associate Professor in the College of Engineering
: Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, and
Michaet Jacob, a Graduate Research Assistant in the
Doctoral Program.
TransZorb TM - Trademark of General Semiconductor Industries,ln,
I
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report.
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SUMMARY
This report documents the efforts expended in testing,
analyzing and development of a meantngfui definition of the
Moan Number of Peak Pulses Before Failure (Mp2BF) levels of
a family of transient voltage suppressor devices, the
TransZorb TM .
This study is a continuation of the efforts initiated
in NASA Contract No. NAS8-50811. The purpose of this con-
. tinuation is to determine the ability of the transient
. suppressor to effectively and reliably protect against severe
short term, millisecond range, transient voltages of the types
resulting from inductive load switching and induced lightning.
In the Final Summary Report on Contract NAS8-50811,
the Mean Number of Peak Pulses Before Failure reported for
all four voltage level device types, the 6.8V, 33V, 91V,
and 190V, required extensive extrapolation of the data
presented mainly due to the fact that there were insufficient
"! failures to produce a meaningful Mp2BF. The purpose of this
• study is to extend the number of pulses and subsequently
extend the meaningfulness of the data presented.
This reliability study utilized existing pulse testing
instrumentation, interfaced to an automatic sequencing test
rack accommodating up to 50 devices. Tests were performed
in step stress increments of 25% beginning at 25% and
extending thru 100% rated I for each voltage category.
PP
The four voltage types tested were the 6.8V, 55V, 91V, and
190V. Concurrent with the tests performed under Contract
NAS8-30811, engineering efforts at General Semiconductor
Industries, Inc., were addressing the problem of improving
the reliability of the 190V types. The results of the
previous program confirmed the requirement for improvement.
The improved construction is not included in this study as
this study includes only those devices used in the initial
test.
vl
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As specified in Contract No. NAS8-31547, an additional
20,000 pulses were to be applied to the devices or were
, to be terminated upon failure of the entire lot, whichever
i
t occurs first.
Data gathered from this program was reduced to graphs
plotting atep stress levels vs Mp2BF. The meaningfulness
of these curves has boon extended to the extent of the L
additional number of pulses gathered. However, most lots 0
tested at 75% Peak Pulse Current and below had relatively
few failures under this new extended, long term pulse
testing. Failures at the 100% I level were virtually
PP 2
total and subsequently meaningful MP BF curves could be
derived and presented.
!
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1.0 WORK EFFORT
1.1 Bac__£round
1.1.1 Silicon Avalanche supprossor devicos havo
boon on tho market for a poriod of many yoars;
however, this is the first effort to gather long
2
term reliability data, defining the MP BF at
I
various stress levels.
1.I.2 Since a transient suppressor normally
operates in the stand-by mode and conducts
appreciably only in the presence of transient
voltages, a meaningful measure of life expectancy
_i for this device type would be Mp2BF instead of
"_ the conventional MTBF. Because the TransZorb TM
transient voltage suppressor is a unique device
_, having the capability of withstanding high power
li transients (l. SKw for I millisecond pulses and
_I_:: " 100,000 watts for 100 r_anosecond pulses) it is
{,! anticipated that the components of this type will
j,
_i be needed for iono term life space hardware to
: p_otect circuits subjected to a large number of
_. transients over a bro_d spectrum of pulse width
and amplitudes.
1.1.3 The TransZorb, an acronym for "transient
absorber" was designed by General Semiconductor
Industries, Inc., and developed initially for the
telecommunication industry for pr,tection against
short term, high power transients originating from
induced lightning. This device differs from other
semiconductor components as it was designed
specifically for transient suppression.
1.1.4 The first attempt to quantitatively describe
the reliability of the TransZorb was performed under
NASA Contract NAS8-50811 with the Final Report
Surge Life of Transient Voltage Suppressor published
1
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in .July 197b. In thi_ previous ©ffort to define
the MP2BF, the devices were tested to a maximum
I number of 5,760 pulses. Tht_ number wa_ arbitrar.
lly chosen and thought a_ the onset of the test to
be a good number to produce sufficient failures
for establishing good Mp2BF curves. However, the
plot of the percent of maximum rated Peak Pulses
Current versus the Hean Number of Peak Pulse
Before Failure reported, required extensive
extrapolation of data due to insufficient failures
of tested devices. It is the intention of this
study to gather sufficient data to produce a more
meaningful reliability curve.
4
1.2 TransZorbm Description
The Transient Voltage Suppressor used in this and
the earlier report is the TransZorb which is
characterized by the description above and also by
its small size and fast response. Device charac-
teristics for the types used in this study are 4
given in the appendix.
I.$ Failure Modes
Failure modes and mechanisms for each device
category will be defined and attempts will be
i_ made to establish some correlation between initial
electrical parameters and the specific failure mode
and/or mechanism.
1.4 Life Test Equipment
1.4.1 Surge pulse life tests were performed on
TransZorbs with the automatic surge test apparatus
capable of deli_ering accurate and reproducible
t! surge pulses at current levels as required for the
specific test current of the devices under test.
2
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Fig. 1: Test Current Pulse Wave Form
4
The virtual rise-time of this pulse+ tl, is 10
:nicroseconds while the time for decay to one-half
crest value, t2, is ljO00 microseconds. The pulse
is also described as a lOxlO00 pulse.
The test equipment was designed with a fault
detector to de-energize devices under test which
became no longer functional in either the open or
the short mode. A schematic of the equipment used
in the pulse testing is shown in Fig. 2 for the
Pulse Sequencing Circuits and the device counter
Failurc Sensing and Pulse Limit Circuits are shown
: in Fig. 3.
; 1.4.2 With a master digital read-out counter, it
_, i was possible to accurately determine the number of
- 1 pulses subjected to each device prior to failure.
3
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TABLE [
OlUOINA.raPAGEIS
DEVICES TESTED ON TH_S-CONTRAC-T EFFORT O_)OR__
6.8V (INS629A}
2S_ PEAK PULSE CURRENT - 50 Started - S0 Complete_
SO_ " " " - 49 Started - 49 Completed
75_ " " " - 50 Started - 43 Completed z
100_ " " " - 44 Started - 0 Completed z
33V (INS64SA) '..
25_ PEAK PULSE CURRENT - 50 Started - 50 Completed
SO_ " " " - 43 Started - 43 Completed _
75_ " " " - 49 Started - 49 Completed
100_ " " " - 25 Started ..... ---O-Completed
glV (INS656A)
25_ PEAK PULSE CURRENT. - SO Started - SO Completed
SO_ ,, ,, ,, - 47 Started - 47 Completed W
75_ " " " - 23 Started - 23 Completed s
100_ " " " - 25 Started - 0 Completed
190V (IN5665).
i
, 25_ PEAK PULSE CURRENT - 48 Started - 48 Completed 6 ]
S0_ " " " - 32 Started - 32 Completed 7
75_ " " " - 4 Started - 4 Completed e
ic 100_ " " " - 25 Started - 6 Completedi'
; XUnit, No. 121, had initial leakage out of spec. but drifted
if back in after 7,500 pulses. Unit, No. 107, drifted out of
spec. on leakage at 10,000 and 15,000 pulse internal
measurements.
2UnLt, No. 160, lost in handling.
' 3Seven failed during final VC measurement of NASA ContractNAS8-30811.
_Two failed during final VC measurement. Unit, No. 67, lost
in handling, t
SSixtcen failed during fina ! VC measurement in Contract
NASS-30811. Seven failed during initial V C measurement for
Contract NAS8-31547.
6Two units degraded on shelf between contracts.
?Six units failed on final VC on Contract NAS8-30811. Twelve
units failed on initial VC on Contract NAS8-31547.
e'rwo failed on final V(, (first Contr;tct}. Three failed on
init_i;il VC (second Cofitract). Sixteen degraded on shelf
st()r:lge between first col|t r;Ict .
B
.. j
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1.4.3 In the work performed in Contract NAS8-30811,
the tests were automatically discontinued after
50% of the devices failed. In this study, devices
were allowed to operate out through 20,000 ad_k.--
tional pulses or the failure of all devices in
T that lot, whichever was first.
q
1.5 Devices Tested
:: J
o.
The devices used in this test were those which were
Ii remaining from the previous Contract. The number
of devices and the Peak Pulse Current Level _on
the devices are described in Table I. Since there
were failures on earlier tests there were either
50 or less study devices in the work performed on
this contract.
1.6 Peak Pulse Test Current
The Peak Pulse Current for the various levels of
• t "
tests are shown in Table II. This represents the d
pulse exposure of the TransZorbVU at the 25% rated
I up through 100% of the rated I
: PP pp"
TABLE _!
TRANSZORB tm PULSE EXPOSURE
Peak Pulse Current in Amperes
Group Sample % Rated 1N5629A 1N564SA 1N5656A 1N5665Size Ipp 6.8V 33V 91V 190V
1 50 25 35.75 8.25 3.0 1.45
2 50 50 71.5 16.5 6.0 2.9
3 50 75 107.2 24.75 9.0 4.35 {
4 50 100 143.0 33.0 12.0 5.8
,
i
? '
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1.7 Initial Electrical Measurements
1.7.1 Prior to initiating the s_ge testing)
all devices were measured and elect_ic_l param-
eters were recorded. The data taken includes;
Breakdown Voltage (BV) at the specigAed Test
Current level (It), Reverse Leakage Current (Ir) •
at the Reverse Stand-Off Voltage (Vr), and I
Clamping Voltage (Vc), at the 1004 I level. ""
PP
These parameters are those which are charac-
teristic of Transient Voltage Suppressors.
1.7.2 Specifications described Lu_the preceding
paragraph are substantially different from those
of a voltage regulator. An impedance at the knee
and impedance at the test current are not very
meaningful for a Transient Suppr.#_s_sor.
1.8 Operational Life Tests
i 1.8.1 Starting with the 6.8V group, the fifty
devices from the previous Contract, NAS8-50811,
were placed on test as described in paragraph 1.4
above and pulsed at the 254 I level. Measure-
PP
ments of all parameters, including Breakdown
Voltage, Reverse Leakage Current, and Clamping
Voltage were measured at 7,500 additional pulseS.
The devices were then returned to life tests and
electrical parameters were measured after a total
additional 10,000 pulses, then 12,500, at 15,000
and at 20,000 pulses. The time interval between
pulses was I minute. Total incurred pulses per ORIG_AL PAGE
device were 25,760. OP_ Q__
1.8.2 After tests were completed on the 254 6.8V
group, the second group of devices _'as placed on
test at 509 of the I level with the measurements
PP
B
....................................................................................................................._ :) ij--= _ .... . . •
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at the same Intervals as described above. This
process was repeated for the 75_ and 100_ Ipp
levels for the 6.8V device. After tests were
completed for the 6._V devices, _ke same procedure
was repeated for the 55V types and subsequently
the 91V and 190V types.
1.9 Test Anomalies 4
m
d
1.9.1 The significant ano_lies are defined in
Table I in the footnotes at the bottom of the
Table, with the major anomaly being failure of 16 J
devices of the 75% I group in the 91V (IN5656A)
PP
type. Sixteen of the devices f_.£1ed during final I
Vc measurement in Contract NAS8-50811 and seven
failed during initial Vc measurement for the
present Contract. This yielded only 23 devices
for starting out of which all 23 completed the
test. This could have been due to the fact that
4
{ the failed devices were part of a different parent
population. In the 53V group, seven devices were
lost on final Vc measurement of Contract NAS8-50811;
however, the remaining 43 devices completed an
additional 20,000 pulses without failure. In
the I90V group (IN5665), six units failed on
final Vc measurement on Contract NAS8-50811 while
12 units failed on initial Vc and were performed in ......
the present Contract. Out of the 75% I group
• pp
of the 190V (1N5665) type, there are only 4 devices
started of which all 4 completed a full 20,000
pulses• Of this lot, 16 devices degraded on
shelf storage between the time lapse o£ the end of
Contract NAS8-30811 and the present effort.
. 1.9.2 It is of interest to note that at 100% Peak
Pulse Current Levels all devices in the 6.8V, 55V,
and 91V types failed. However, 6 out of 25 in the
i 190V group did complete a full 20,000 pulses .
without failure.
2.0 EVALUATION
2.1 Device Failure Profile
m
2.1.1 For statistical purposes there were insuf-
ficient failures in all lots, with t_e-exception 4.
of the 100% Ipp, to be significant. Because of
this, only the 100_ Ipp level will be considered
4 in this failure study. The Pulse Level at which
failures occurred and the failure sequence for
each of the 6.8V, 33V, 91V and 190V types are
given in Tables III thru Table VI, inclusive.
This information quantitatlvely yields the
sequence of failure and the total pulses incurred
by each device prior to failure. The Mean--Surge
i Level of Pulse Failure x is also given on the .
! Tables.
: " 1
2.1.2 The information contained Ln each of these
: four tables includes the devices which were tested
in both Contract Nos. NAS8-30811 and also the
present effort. All cummulatlve failures are
included in these Tables.
2.2 Failure Trends
2.2.1 It is interesting to observe from inspection
of the information given in the aforementioned
Tables that as the device breakdown voltage
increases, the incurred pulses at which failure
begins decreases. For example: The first six
volt device failed on the 834th pulse, whereas
the first 190V device failure occurred on the 38th
pulse. For the 33V and 91V data, this appears to
be reversed in that the 33V devices began failing
10
! 8''
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earlier than the 91V devices.
i
2. S Rellability_ An_lys_s i
2.3.1 Qualifications of Analysls
The reduction of data and subsequent anallsis of
the test results contained on thls study contract
was performed by Professor Edward B. Haugen and
Michael Jacob, at the University of Arizona. Mr. , °,
Jacob is a Graduate Student in the Doctoral
Program, working toward his Degree in Reliability
Analysis.
2.5.2 Ob_ ectives
The goal of this study was to obtain_a meaningful
curve for each TransZorb TM type and for the estab-
lishment of a meaningful Mp2BF for evch voltage
category and also an extrapolation from the curves
of engineering use criteria. An idealized curve
plotting the percent of rated Peak Pulse Current #vs Mean Number of Peak Pulses Before Failure is
shown in Fig. 4
_t /7-_-CONFIDENCE LEVEL
;_ ,oo ._//- ' ,- F,_,LURE -
/ / DISTRIBUTION
..n_. / -_ _ CURVE -
0_" 2B -
0 _
O,ta MEANNO.OFPEAKPULSESBEFOReFAILURE(MP2BF)
Fig. 4: Loci of Mean No. of Peal; Pulses to
Failure and 90_ Confidence Level
: . For Ideal Case
0P.I0_1._PA(;E_IS
'_ OFpoorQu_
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With a sufficient number of pulses, it should be
possible to plot this curve for each of--the device
types selected for th£_. test. This study i_--a
co_inttation of Contract No,. NAS8-30811 with
sufficient number of pulses to extend the meaning-
fulnoss of the curve with a total of 26,750 pulses
per device• As shown earlier in Table I, there
were insufficient failures at the 75% Peak Pulse
Current Level and below to produce meaningful data.
The !O0_ Peak Pulse Current produced failures in
all of the device categories in sufficient numbers
to yield a meaningful curve•
2.5.5 Discussion of Tables II1 t IV r V# and VI
This information was gathered by pulsing each o£
the voltage categories at 1OO_ of the Peak Pulse
R_ted Level, up through 25,760 pulses or complete
failure o£ the lot, whichever occurs first.
For the 6.8V, 53V, and 91V types, there was
failure on all devices. However, six o£ the 190V 4
devices survived a full 25,760 pulses. Due to
certain anomalies, including loss of devices in
handling and unexplained failures in testing, all
o£ the 50 devices starting on the test were not
accounted _or. Nevertheless, the number is suffi-
cient to represent meaningful datA. In each group
represented in the Tables, there appears to be a
normal progression of failures as pulses were
incurred by the devices.
!) 2.3.4 _S|cussionofT_ble_V_thruX_Tables VII thru X represent an initial statistical
analysis of the breakdown voltage of each device
Ji type. The Mean Breakdown Voltage and Standard
Deviations are listed for the inLtlai measurements
m
O000000q-T Rq N
TABLE IIi
#
PULSE LEVEL AT WHICH FAILURE OCCURRED !
, DE_ICE TYPE: 6.8V TRANSZORBm
(IN5629A)
__ i i
I
F/_ILURE PULSES FAILURE PULSES
SEQUENCE , INCURRED SEQUENCE INCURRED
1 834 26 9637
2 2054 27 9776
3 2581 28 9824
4 2767 29 10079
5 4201 30 10136
6 5762 31 10175
7 5806 32 10254
8 5899 33 10263 _, 1
9 6214 34 10287
" 10 6658 35 10641 4Ill
11 7206 36 11112 _1,
12 7591 37 11618 t
/ 13 7853 38 11693 i
l14 7861 39 11999:/
15 7922 40 12611
16 8380 41 12761
,'_ 17 8454 42 12945
18 8603 43 13020
ORIGINAL ?AGE IB
Q,U,_L,i_nj_ 19 8842 44 13870lX)gOr 20 8883 45 14629
21 8966 46 15006
22 9209 47 15425
23 9387 48 20102
, 24 9453 49 20540
25 9454
n = 49 i = 9100
13
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TABLE IV
PULSE LEVEL AT WHICH FAILURE OCCURRED
DEVICE TYPE: 33V TRANSZORBTi
C1NS645A)
i i
FAILURE PULSES FAILURE PULSES
e
SEQUENCE INCURRED S_QUENCE INCURRED ..
1 151 25 1615
2 152 26 1961
3 193 27 2008
4 503 28 2011
5 519 29 2059
6 920 30 2059
7 951 31 2063
8 962 32 2154
9 1098 33 2154
10 1113 34 2184
11 1129 35 2204 j
12 1194 36 2234
13 1216 37 2237
14 1254 38 2246
15 1267 39 2353
16 1317 40 2351
17 1328 41 2359
,, 18 1361 42 2387
19 1374 43 2422
"- 20 1375 44 2424
: 21 1424 45 2433
22 1474 46 2700
; 23 1492 47 2843
24 1520 48 2872
t
1
n = 48 _: " 1659
• 14
• ,,;,_ !_
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1
e
. TABLE V
PULBE LEVEL AT WHICH FAILURE OCCURRED
DEVICE TYPE: 91V TRANSZORB_
(1NS656A)
FAILURE PULSES FAILURE PULSES
!
SEQUENCE INCURRED SEQUENCE INCURRED
: I 496 24 2227
2 547 25 2569
3 637 26 2607
4 678 27 2610
5 745 28 2627
6 852 29 2681
7 942 30 2683
• 8 1114 31 2687
9 1233 32 2708 ' i
10 1246 33 2822
A
11 1309 34 2965 Jql
;: 12 1311 35 3173
13 1342 36 3177
14 1361 37 3195
15 1371 38 3410
,,: 16 1392 39 3469
17 1411 40 3664
_ ,
18 1592 41 3785
19 1698 42 5081
20 1780 43 5209
21 2118 44 5495
22 2122 45 9698
23 2150 46 9895
t
n -- 46 _ = 2S62 OEIO1NALPAOIg_'
OFpoor
15
---_ _°a Jd
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TABLE VI
PULSE LEVEL AT WHICH FAILURE OCCURRED
•_VICE TYPE: 190V TRANSZORB'm
CXNS665)
FAILURE PULSES FAILURE PULSES
SEQUENCE INCURRED SEQUENCE INCURRED
1 38 22 419
2 60 23 422
3 72 24 425
4 86 25 439
5 95 26 1383
6 152 27 2307
7 183 28 2357
8 190 29 2381
9 195 30 2390
10 228 31 2605
"t 11 254 32 2936 4112 258 33 3994
13 258 34 3037
14 2bO 35 3047
15 308 36 4812
16 373 37 4815
17 375 38 5037
18 390 39 5037
19 396 40 5057
20 402 41 5095
21 406 42 5093
n = 42 _ = 1638
• 16
,,_m .t,,
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, TABLE VII
6.8V (1NS629A) STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE
MEAN
PULSES BV (VOLTS) Standard Dev£atlon
+o
1NS629A 254
Initial 6.802 .105
7,500 6.798 .101
10,000 6.802 .099
12,500 6.790 .099
15,000 6.796 .103
Final 6.802 .103
1N5629A 504
Initial 6.796 .094
7,500 6.798 .096
• 10,000 6.796 .094 -
12,500 6.798 .097 '
' 15,000 6.798 .098 A
• 20,000 6.782 .101 4"
1N5629A 75%
Initial 6.792 .09
7,500 6.782 .039
i I0,000 6. 784 .091
12,500 6.772. .087
i 15,000 6. 763 .09
• 20,000 6. 802 .085
t
1N5629A 1004
Initlal 6. 748 .11
: 7,500 - -
12 500 - -
i ' ORIGINAL PAG_ IB
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TABLE VIII
*
53V (1N5645A) STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE
MEAN
PULSES BV (VOLTS) Standard Deviation
1N5645A 25%
°,
Initial 33.12 .57
7,500 33.13 .57
10,000 33.11 .57
12,500 53.14 .57
15,000 33../7 .57
Final 33.15 .57
1N5645A 50%
Initial 33.24 .48
7,500 53.20 .48
10,000 53.19 .47
: 12,500 33.20 .48
15,000 53.19 .47
l, Fins1 33.22 .481NS645A 75%
Initial 32.76 .35
7,500 32.77 .35
I0,000 32.74 .35
- 12,500 32.74 .36
: _" 15,000 32.73 .35
Final 52.72 .35
|
18
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TABLE IX
91V (INS656A) STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF BREAKDOWNVOLTAGE
MEAN
PULSES BV (VOLTS) Standard Definition
1NS656A 25%
Inltial 88.5 1.17
7,500 88.5 1.19
10,000 88.38 1._7
12_500 88.6 1.17
15_000 88.58 1.17
Final 88.60 1.17
IN5656A 50%
InitiaZ 88.98 1.71
7,500 89.06 1.71
• 10_000 89.04 1.71 •
12,500 89.00 1.7
15_000 88.85 1.69 J
s
1N5656A 75%
Initial 88.78 1.5
7,500 88.74 1.53
10,000 88_78 1.53
12,500 88.78 1.53
15_000 88.7.4 1.53
Final 88.70 1.53
I
i,
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TABLE X
(IN5665) STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OP III_AKIX]WNVOLTAGE
MEAN
PULSES BV (VOLTS) Standard Deviation
IN5665 25% "
i •
Initial 179.1 29.7
7,500 184.7 4.5
10,000 184.2 4.5
12,500 184.0 4.68
1_, 000 185.5 4. S
Final 187.1 4.2
IN5665 . 50%
Initial • 185.8 4.5
7,500 185.9 5.0
1E, 000 186.1 5.0 "
:" 12,500 186.5 4.7 %
15,000 185.9 4.8
Final i_o 2 4.8 U
IN5665 75%
Initial 94.65 68.33 ..
7,500 - -
10,000 - -
12_500 - -
15,000 - -
Final - -
lN5665 100%
Initial 187.9 2.16
20
_J
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i
. at the 7,50,3 Pulse Level, 10,000 Pulse Level,
12,500 Pulse Level, 15,000 Pulse Level and 20,000
Pulse Level of the Surge Testing performed- in this
, " effort. Slight changes in the Mean Breakdowa Vol-
tage (BV) add. the Standard Deviation can be
accounted for due to temperature variations at the
time tests were taken, also in variations i_--t_e
accuracy o£ the equipment at the time tests were
made. The most signt£ican_ change is represented ".
f by the I_V (IN5665) types. The high voltage
i types are more prone to voltage change because o£ i
junction surface sensitivity. Through adsorption
and/or loss o£ electron-hole.pair generators, the
surface resistivity can be altered and subsequently
the Breakdown Vo_Itage c_anged, as is observed in
Table X.
2.3.5 Discussion o_ Tables XI, XII_ X.III and XIV I
Although t_e Reverse Leakage Current for these j
" devices are specified as IO00_A at standoff voltage i
for the 6.8V device and 5_A for the 33V, 91V and
190V types, the typical ratings are much lower than
the _aximum specified value. This is reflected
in _he Mean Ir as shown in Tables XI through XV.
2.3.6 It is of interest to note that at I00_ Peak
:_ PuZse Current Levels, all devices in the 6.8V, 33V,
and 91V types failed. However, 6 out of 25 in the!
190V group did complete a _ull 20,000 cycles without
_' failure
!.
• ORIGINALPAGEIS
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TABLE XI
i e
6.8V (1N5629A) STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF REVERSl_.-LRAKAGR-C.URRPh_
MEAN
PULSES (Ir (_A) Standard Deviation
1N5629A 25%
4
In/tial 228. 139.
7,500 224. 157.
10,000 224. 155.
12,500 226. 157.
15,000 225. 155.
Final 250. 158 .........
IN5629A 50%
Initial 258. 151.
7,500 254. 142. .
10,000 254. 142.
12,500 255. 142.
15,000 262. 145.
20,000 272. 149.
1N5629A 75%
Initlal 281. 211.
7,500 279. 180.
I0_000 294. 194.
12,500 282. 173.
15,000 298. 195.
20,000 287. 183.
IN5629A 100%
Initial 320. 183.
7,500 - -
12,500 - -
!-
• j
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• TABL_-._.I
33V (1N5645A) STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF R_VERSE LEAKAG_CURRENT
,+
MEAN
PULSES (I r (_A) Standard Deviattm ,
1
1N564SA 25%
: Initial .247 .763
7,500 .195 .589
10,000 . 208 . 528
12,500 .213 .527
15,000 .211 .572
Final .207 .507
1N5645A 50%
Initial .... 232 .306
" 7,500 -221 .287
,-. 10,000 . 225 . 280 "!
-" _ 12,500 224 279
,4" " 15,000 .229 .295
_ Final .241 .317
, + t
.. 1N5645A 75%
- ' Initial 055 053
• . 7,500 ,.-033 . 052
!. 10,000 .032 .054
12,500 .036 .056
15,000 . 053 . 054
' Final .035 .055
i!;
;+
t
• ORIGINALPAGi
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TABLE XIII
91V (1N5656A) STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF REVERSELEM_GE CURRENT
MEAN
PULSES (I r (pA) Sta_tgrd Deviation
m,
1
1NS656A 25% "
i Initial .162 .681
t 7,500 .147 .670
10,000 .147 .673
12,500 .154 .678
15,000 .151 .672
Final -., .155 .692
1NS656A 50%
Initial .049 .047
7,500 ,044 .038 -
I0,000 .041 .034
12,500 .043 .043 .j
15,000 .041 .047 "
Final .042 .052
IN5656A 75%
Initial .048 .026
7,500 .058 .020
10,000 .042 ._024
12,500 .040 .024
15,000 .056 .022
Final .037 .023
24 !
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TABLE XIV
Lq0E (IN5665) STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF _VEJ_ LEAKAG_ CUPJ_NT
MEAN
,PULSES _1 r (pA) Standard Deviation
|
IN5665 25%
Initial ,174 .292
7,500 .230 .373
10,000 .214 .383
12,500 .232 .401
15,000 .164 .278
Final .118 .237
:" i 1N5665 50%
Initial .183 .415
• 7,500 .366 .958 "
i 10,000 .393 1.062 _'
12,500 .300 .920
' 15,000 .369 .975
• ! -
!.. Final .279 .945
1N5665 75%
Inltlal - -
7,500 - -
10,000 "- -
.i 12,500 - -
! 15,000 - -
Final - -
1N5665 100%
Initial .130 .424
li
25
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2.5.7 Discussion of Normal Dis trtbut$ouCurves
Pig. S through Fig. 8 represent _he Normal Vistri-
q
butlon Curves for the _00_ Peak Pulse Current Plot
of the failures for the 6.8V, $_V, 9_V and 190V
device types. In all cases there were sufflclellt
failures to yield a reasonably sufficient numbi, r
to permit statistical evaluation. The curve on
J
Fig. 5 represents the fit of the data to the normal
distribution _or the 6.8V (1N5629A), 100_ Peak Pulse
Current tests. From inspection of the curvc the
data does appear to fit the normal distribution
reasonably well with a very good fit between
approximately 5,000 pulses and 15,000 pulses.
The extreme ends of the curve have points which
deviate substantially from the rest. Fig. 6
represents the fit of the data to the normal
distribution for the 55V (1N5645A), I00_ Peak
P_se Current tests. It can be observed from .
inspection that there appears to be two distinctpopulations with the Head Failure Point for one
! occurring at approximately 1,250 pulses and the
Mean Failure Point for the other distribution
occurring at approximately 2,200 pulses. Again,
as compared with Fig. 5, the few devices at the
extreme ends of the curve do not fit with the
balance of the distribution. Fig. 7 i11uStrates
the fit of the data to the normal distribution for
the 91V (IN5656A), 1004 Peak Pulse Current tests.
The data appears to give a reasonable fit to the
normal distribution. Again, as compared to the
6.8V and the 33V type devlces_ there are out-
lyers at the extreme ends of the distribution.
Fig. 8 represents the fit of the data to the
normal distribution for the 190V (1N5665) 100_
Peak Pulse Current tests. From ihspection it
26
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appears that there ar. three d_.stinct parent
populations represented by this curve, one grouF ................................
havlag a relatively high earl7 failure rate, i
under SO0 pulses, the second group in the 2,000 i
to 3,000 pulse range for failures and the third
group at approximately 5,000 pulses prior to
failure.
2.3.8 Data Reduction and Fabrication of Mp2BF Curves ".
Results are given in Fig. 9 through Fig. 12 in-
clusive, summarizing Mp2BF at the various levels
of Ipp for all devices in the current effort and
also including the tests performed in Contract
NAS8=50811. The Mp2BF curves are plotted with
both Mean and a 90% confidence level for each
device type. The solid portion of _he line in
the curves is derived from the data and the
dotted portion of the line represents extrapolated - :
j data from those lots in which there were none or jinsufficient failures to generate meaningful data.
2.4 Design En_ineerin_ Criteria
2.4.1 Application of Data
: TransZorbm Transient Voltage Suppressors were
__ designed to protect voltage sensitive elements
from transients and over the past several years
many applications have been found for their use.
Those uses are rather extensive in electronic
equipment containing sensitive electronic compo-
nents such as integrated circuits and MOS device ]
I
types. Some ICs have been destroyed with i
: transient energies in the range of i0 to I00
microjoules with MOS devices destroyed with lower
transient energies. Most larger power semic6n-
OIOAL pAO
oFt,
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ductors have not required the low clamping vol_ge
protection offer_ui--hy solido-s£ate transient voltage
s4_ppressors because og thei=.inherent--hardness
' agaln_t transient vo_tagQS. Some power devices,_
especially fast switching translators, can be q_it_
vulnerab1_-£o transient voltages and these devices
have been found to require transient voltage suppres-
sion. Since the largest demand for tr_an_ient
,°
Suppression is in the microcircuitry field which-
I utilizes devices operating below 50V, this is within ....
i the operational range of the higher r_eliability
TransZorb. TM In addition, the major portion of logic
ICS are operated at 5V or lower which emphs.sizes
a need for low voltage transient suppression. The
reliability o£ the_TransZorb Transient Voltage
Suppressor, as shown in this report, is maximum in
the low voltage area, where the greatest number of
circuit requirements exists. Even at the overstressed
, conditions o£._125% Rated Peak Pulse Current, as shown.
in Fig. 18_ Page 31_ of the Surge Life TranSient d
Voltage Suppressor Fina_ Report of £ontract NAS8-30811,
the 6.8V TransZorb does provide some protection.
_.4.2 Guidelines for TransZorb Selection
The T._ansZorb has been manufactured and in service
on the market for more than oix years with an
.- excellent reported field history. Applications in- i
 cludeproviding protection.from a broad spectrtm_o£
i transient sou_ces__tncluding induced lightning_ induc-
• tire switching, transients, high voltage disconnects, i
static discharge_ and many others. In closed systems I
• where transients are anticipated and can be well
_ defined, it is much easier to select a device or i
_ combination of devices to protect the more sensitive
I_I elements 0£ the system. 36 i
• A general guideline for selecting the right
Transient VoltsgjL_Supp_essor i_l_ed below with
reference to--the data sheet--as llsted in the appendix.
Please refer to the appendix for optimum meaningvof :_
the selection criteria below.
2.4.2.1 Determlne-the Maximum D_C. o_-Cont/nuaus Operating _"
' Voltage, which is a nominal circuit v_Itage plu_
the tolera=ce, on the h/_h side, giving maximum
voltage of the circuit.
:S
2.4.2.2 Select a Transient Voltage Suppressor to have &
re_e_se standoff voltage equa_ to or greater than
the maximum circuit voltage, as defined in the
paragraph immediately abo_e. This selection will
allow for operating over the temperature range of
-6_C to +175°C.
! "
2.4.2.5 Define the waveshape or source of the transient i
and duration of the pulse. Determine the maximum
Peak Pulse Power of the transient• If the pulse
is exponential decay, define the pulse time for
decay to 50% of the crest value.
J 2.4.2.4 Check the Peak Pulse CUrrent on the data sheet to
i assure that the current of the pulse is within theI
t maximum rating of the suppressor for a 1 millisecond
pulse. An example would be for the standard
INS629A C6.8V), for a current _ating of 145A maximum,
i or 100A maximum for the IN5653A (10V), or, for
_II example, 19.5A maximum for the INS651A (56V). ,
2.4.2.5 If the pulse decays exponentially, but different
than the 1 millisecond which is specified on the
data sheet, check the chart entitled Peak Pulse
Power vs Pulse Time For Pulse Duration.
00000001-TSD07
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2.4.2.6 If the Peak Pulse Power is within_the maximum
rating of the suppressor, for example, 1.SkW
per. I millisecond, or 6.SkW for a 40 microsecond
exponential _ecay pulse, use t_ device as selected.
Determine the worst case _eak Pulse Power by multi-
_!ying t_e Maximum Clamping Voltage by the Peak
Pulse Current for any given pulse duration.
4
2.4.2.7 If the pulse isva non-repetitive Square wave_
derate the Transient Suppressor to 66_ Of the
maximum value under exponential decay conditions.
If the pulse is a nonre_etivive one half sine
wave, de,ate the suppre_sor Peak Pulse Power to
75_ of the maximum capability.
2.4.2.8 If _he pulse is a rapidly damped sine wave or
rapidly dampe&_square wave with one time constant
of eight cycles or less_ rate the device the same
as if the device were subjected to only one pulse •
! as defined in the paragraph-above.
I
2.4.2.9 If the_Peak Pulse Power of the incident pulse is
greater than the rating of the suppressor,
dcvices may be stacked in series to increase the
power rating for voltages usually above 20 volts.
An example of this w_uld be" a 1.5kW, 100V suppressor,
, which is inadequate, and a 5kW..peak power iS re-
quired. The most advantageous way to achieve this
power level is to stack in series two each of a
50V +- 5% tolerance suppressor. The total Peak
Pulse Power dissipation would then be twice that
of a l.SkW devicep or 5kW. Stacking three each of
; a 35V +- 5% device would yield a 4.5kW Peak Pulse
Power and stacking 4 each of the 25V -+ 5_ device
would give a Peak Pulse Power of 6kW. The devices
' can be stacked almost without limit.
f
i
O00Oo(3r)l -TRnn
t_ In _actice they have been stacked to in excess of
i 180 devices with geod reliability. However, 5%
I tolerance devices of the Same voltage must be used ....
!
to insure even loading of the devices. When the
power rating is doubled, notice that the current
rating is doubled also.
I
2.4.2.10 If it is impossible to achieve the necessary power d
i rating by stacking the devices in series, parallel
I stacking can be done effectively for voltages below
i IOOV Close matchiRg, about 20mV between each
device, is necessary to assure even loading of the
transient between the suppressors. This is usually
done at the factory for optimum results.
t
_ 2.4.2.11 Observe that the Maximum Clamping Voltage is 1.33 x
_ the-Breakdown Voltage. If this Maximum Clamping
Voltage exceeds the cLr-cuit limitations, devices
: can be derated to reduce the clamping factor. For
Ti example, two devices in series have a clamping fac- 1
J 4tot of approximately 1.2 as compared to the clamping
; factor of 1.3 for a single device.
2.4_1.12 If the suppressor is used on dc or low frequency
signal lines, the capacitance of the suppressor
, will not attenuate or alter the circuit conditions.
However, if the frequency is quite high, and inser-
tion loss occurS, methods of effectively reducing
capacitance by adding low capacitance diodes in
series have been developed.
39
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2.4.3 GuideZ, i,ne,s fo,v Protection A_ain.st Static Dtscha_se
With the introduction of sensitive semiconductor
• evices such as metal oxide semiconductor struccuresp
the requirement for static-_ischaxge protectioa ha_
increased substantially. In order to understand the
nature of the destructive levels of static discharge,
one must bear in mind that-the rise times are quite j
fast which produces the destructive effects. Studies
performed by Van Keuren of RCA have shown that fast
rise time short duration pulses have destroyed MOS
semiconducto_devices with energy levels less than
#
5pJ_ Some CMOS threshold levels as desc_£bed by
Van Keuren are shown in Table XV. Although the work
performed by Van Keuren was primarily to study the
effects of 2MP-.(el_ctromagnetic pulse) as generated
by an exoatmospher_c nuclear detonation, this is
applicable to static discharge by v_tue_ of the
i fast _i_£imeof_.s_8_i__.dlscha_ge.
!
The waveforms of static discharge are described by
T. J. Tucker Q and shown in Pig. 13. It is
observed from these curves which show both calculated
and experimental values that the fast rise-times late of
the order of I to 2kV per nanosecond. Under these
very fast-rise-times, inductance effects of the
protector wiring can be detrimental. Genera!tion .
of voltage determined by the inductance and time rate
change o£ current can generate a secondary voltage
which can be destructive to sensitive components.
OE. Van Keuren, Effects of EMP Induced Transients
on Integrated Circuits, IEEE Electromagnetlc
Compatibility Symposium Record, 75CH1002-5 EMC, 1975
QT. J. Tucker, Spark Initiation Requirements of
a Secondary Explosive, Annals of The New York
Academy of Sciences, Volume 152, Article I,
Pages 643-653, 1968
4O
!
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TABLEXV:_ FAILURE1H_LD LEVB.S
o
I
(_q00_ PULSECURRENT(._ 10S) 7 1,2 "
l_,uT WATTS 3300 1050 72 ,
_ICROJOULES 87,5 105 72.......
VOLTS 105 ]20 20
I]/-_1_ PULSE_ C_oS) 2,0 4,0 2,0
I_JT WArts 300 480
MZCROJOULES 7,5 48
VOLTS _ 25 ]2
CI710q9PULSECURRENT0_S) 15 6,0 3,0
0UTPUTWATTS 2250 150 35 "
MICROJOULES 56,2 15 35i
i 411
: VOLTS -- 170 60 20
PULSECI.RRENT(RvPS) l_ 7,5 3,0
OumUTWAWs 22.10 450
MICROJOULES 55.2 45 60
_. VOLTS ]20 60 2q
PULSECURRENT(AIvPS) _,0 4,0 2,0
INert WATTS 480 2_
fIICm_LES /2,0 24
VOLTS , 80 _ 250
(IY4071PULSECURRENT(AMPS)_.2 0,3 0,4
• INPUT WATTS tl_ 45 ]00
MXcmJmLES i0,4 4,5 100
"ORIGINALPAGEIS
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This has been prevlously descrlbed and investigated
by Clark _nd Winte_s (3).
80_ ,"4 -- EXPERIMENTAL
| / _ .... i = CVo.qe -at
/ IVo=40ky 1 .- .
4O
0 20 40 60 80 100 120
11MEIN NANOSECONDS
Fi_. 13: static Discharge Curve
(.3)
O.M. Clark and R.D. Winters, Feasibility Study
£or EMPTerminal Protection, Harry Diamond
LaboratoriOs, Contract No. D_AG39.72.C0044, 1973
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3.0 Conclusion
3.I quallfication o._ff.Results
All samples wore pulsed out through a total of
25,760 pulses or until all dovlcos In that lot
failed, whlchover occurred first. For the 100_
peak pulse current groups, there were sufficient
failures for an evaluation which would produce
meaningful results. All devices in the 6.8V, 33V,
: and 91V, groups failed during 1004 Peak Pulse
testing. Most of the 190V types failed giving
sufficient data for a sufficient evaluatlon.
however, for the 75_ peak pulse current levels and
below there were insufficient failures for gathering
meaningful results and subsequently it was necessary
to extrapolate the Mp2BF curves at current levels
of 754 Peak Pulse Current and below.
I In Figures 14, 15, 16 and 17 are shown histograms
! and statistical curves on the failures patterns
of the various device groups at 1004 Peak Pulse
Current. The 6.8V device types appear t_ follow a
reasonably well developed pattern. However, the 33V
devices appear to have representation from two
different parent populations as observed on the
histogram spread. The histogram and failure pattern
of the 91V type as shown in Fig. 16 represents a
relatively tight distribution compared to the other
device types making it appear that the parent popula-
tion was singular and the devices were approximately
homogeneous in long term pulse characteristics.
The 190V type obviously is representative of at least
3 parent popvlations based upon an inspection of the
histogram profile. The 190V type has been redesigned
since this program has commenced and the information
|
|
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Fi$. 14: Failure Stat&stics for 6.8V (INS629A)
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HISTOGRAM AND STATISTICS ON FAILURE
PATTERN OF 38V (1NSe48A) AT 100% J
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Fig. 15: Failure Statistics for 33V (INS645A)
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,' Fi_. 16: Failuze Statistics £or glV (1NS656A)
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PULSES
., Fi_. 17: FailU=e Statistics for 190V (IN5665)
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gathered_£_ th_s testing program supported-_he
nee&.f_r redesign. Future efforts will probably
be required to de_ecmine the _eliabi_ty wh£ch £_
estimated to he--spproximately that o£_he. 91V
dewLce.types.
5.2 Test Limitations
,_
T-he efforts described in. this report represent
i one of the first attempts to perform a meaningful
i reliability study and analysis of solid state
trans_£ent voltage suppressors. The maxinmm number
of pulses was extended from 5,760 as defined in the
original contract, NAS8-50811, to a total of 25.,760
pulses as defined in the. present effort. This
appea_ed to be sufficient to describe the reliability
at th_ 100_ Peak Pulse Current level; however,
i addit_Lanal testing would be required to d_£ine a
meaningful reZiab_llty at lower current levels.
J
3.3 Failure A_al_sis _
From analyzing the failures which were generated
in this test, it was observed that all devices tailed
_n the shorted-mode which was expected. Th_two
basic mechanisms of failure identifiable in transient
, voltage suppressor_as shown in this study appear to
be over stressing in excess of I00_ of the Peak Pulse I
Current levels where devices failed short under a
i
relatively small number-of pulses and a long term
wear out which exists under the maximum Peak Pulse
Current levels. At the 75_ Peak Current level, the
devices appear to exhibit no failures and as a result
none of these were analyzed during this effort. Of
the devices which failed earlier in tests, 6.8V devices
appeared to exhibit internal shorting as observed
48
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. in the data published p_eviously with 6 out of i0
devices shorting internally. The higher voltase
devices, 55_.-_hz_ugh 190V types, exhibited _ ....
large number of shorts at the die edge. There
appeared to _e no difference in this pattern
comparing t_he _ar_y failures _ the later failu=es
in ter_-_£_umulative device _est pulses. Under
prolonged conditions under which t_e devices
oper&_ed at full capacity, the_e definitely appears
to be a change in the intermetallic structure as
sho_u in the scanning electron photomiczographs in i
the failure analysis section in the Appendix.. The
mechanism which occur_s appear_ to be such that there
is an embrLttlement and subsequeht separ_ion of tb.e
silicon junction fro_-the silve_ heat sink beginning
' a_ the Reriphery which may slowly reduce the heat
s_king ability of the device. Over a period--of
time, the temperature of the junction could
continue to i_crease wi_h _ubseq_ent over.stressing
due to elevated temperatures res_lting in a fail-
shor_-mode.
!
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3,4 ProbSbl_ Cause of Failuresi
The low v_Itage devi_es show _ higher degree of
reliabili¢y than dO--the high voltage types. This
phenomenon is characteristic o£. vir_tually ali
semtcondttctors. Av_lanche breakdown occurs a_
_acroplasma sites as determined by Chenowyth and
¢
MacKay, o£ Bell Telephone Laboratories, which ..
result-from-s dlscontinuity within the crystal
( latice. Each of these sites car_ies a current of
)
I the or_ier of 50 to 100 micr_amperes. For a given
amount o£ power dissipation, a hig_ voltage device
will have £ewer sites in para11_1 conduction, sub-
seq_ently a hLghe_ dissipation at each site. Low
voltage devices, such as 6.8V typ#s experience a
b_eakdown which is a combination o£ both avalanche
and f-ield emission due to the high elect¢ic field
i at breakdown, about 1 million v-_lts per centimeter. ,
)
! 5.5 Failure Anomalies a
Some anomalies which exist in the data need a few t
words of explanation. In Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 1
the £it o£ the data to the normal d£str_£butLon is .i
shown for the.6.8V, 33V and the 91V types. For
! all three types, there appe_!s to be a de£inite dis-
, continuity at the extreme ends of the curve. This
appea_ed to manliest itself in 50 failures and then
£ollowed by a £ew devices which outlasted the rest by
a substantial margin at the completion o£ the test.
The 55V type as illustrated in Fig. 6 and also in
Pig. 15 definitely displayed the characteristics o£
two separate parent populations. Both the 6.8V and
i
the 91V types appeared to £tt good distribution curves
i as illustrated in Fig. 14 and Fig. 16, with the 6.8V
mani£esting premature failures and the 91V device
manifesting samples which were exceptionally good at
SO
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e.he high end of th_ curve. From Fig. 8 and Fig. 17
i_-is readily apparent that f_r th_ 190V types,
th_e--separate parent populations existed f_.o_ which
the samples were taken- The firs._ grouR experie_ced
relatively high mort&li£y wi.thin.the first SO0
pulses .........._he second group extended out to failures
in the 2,300 to slightly over 3,000 pulse range,
whereas the balance extended out to the 5,000 pulse
range pItor to significant failures. It is interesting
to note that out of the 190V types, six devices with ........
stood the entire 25,760 pulses without failure.
5.5 Electrical Parameter Stability
Tables VII through X inclusively illustrate the
statistic_l analysis of the Breakdown Voltage_
including the Mean Breakdown Voltage and Standard
Deviation-for the 6.8V, 55V, 91V and 190V Transient
Suppresso_--typ_s. It can be seen from this data
that there is extremely good stability in-the _
o
Breakdown Voltage and Standard Deviation for the
6.8V, 55V, and 91V types, with a variation of the
order of 1 part per I_000 ilx the Breakdown Voltage.
This can be readily accounted for by changes in
temperature du_ing the time of parameter measurement
and also in slight drifting in the equipment in-
between the. periods at which the readings were made.
The 190_ type does display a substantial drift in
the upper direction from the initial to the final
( measurements. The higher voltage types are more
]i prone to change because of the basic resistivity of
:i
: which the junctions are made. The higher resistivity, i
the greater the sensitivity. Foreign materials i
adsorbing on the surface can alter the resistivity
and substantially affect the Breakdown Voltage of
the order o£ several percent. Tables XII, XIII and
XIV llst the Mean Leakage Current and the Standard
51
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Deviation of this same parameter for alL-device
ty_Es tested. It ia observed from this data that
the parameters are q_ite s_able, however, some
groups appear to be part o/--different pane_t popula-
tion, s. The 75% 53V type appears to b_..kower la
Reverse_.Leakage Current tha_do the 25% and._O_
grou_. This _pea_s t¢ be true of the 50% and 75% •
og Peak Pulse Cur_rent lots of the 91V type. The
Standard Deviation is stable over the duration of
the tests.
3.7 Statistical Presentation o£ Data
:: The graphs and FigUres 9 throu.gh 12 inclusiwe_
represent the anticipated life expectancy of the
:, four T.ransZo_b TM voltage types over a wide spectrum
o£ transient exposure. The 6.8V device represents
the, highest reliability with the Mean Confidence
! extending in excess of 9,000 pulses and the 90%
Confidence extending to almost 5,000 pulses at 100%
!
Peak Pulse Level. The 55V TransZorb has a _ean
Confidence of slightly over 1_500 pulses and a 90%
: Confidence of approximately 750 pulses, this is
mainly due to the _ouble distribution o£ the parent
: _ p_p_lation. The 91V TransZorb by comparison with
.... _ the 55V is substantlally improved as to reliability.
i; The Mean Confidence Level of the Mean.Peak Pulse
_::; Before Failure is in excess of 2,500 pulses with a
i_ 90% Confidence of jue_ slightly under 2,000 pulses.
The 190V types appeared to have a relatively higher
Mean and 90% Confidence values compared to the SSV
type, mainly due to the additional parent population
which had a relatively long life expectancy.
5.8 TransZorb Derating
Prom the summary of the curves for the Mean Peak
Pulse Before Failure vs the Percent o£ Rated Peak
52
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Current, it i_ readily observed tha_ as the-devices
a_ _eratod below 100% o£.-_he max_Lmum Peak Pulse
Operating Level, the curv_-o_latt_c-out with apparent
infinLt.e life t_ below 75% Peak Pul_e Current.
The exception to this is the $_V-as illustrate_*_n
Fig. LO. It is the opinion of the Author_-thct this
was a non homogeneous lot and that it is not _ep-
resent_tive of other devi_e groups.
5.9 RelatLonsh&p of the Results Found. in This Report
! . .re. In-Service Per£ormance
The TransZorb _ was origlnally designed to rrovide _o-
tectlon against induced lightning in telecommunication
system_. Prom ar_ historical prospective, it has
yielded a good performance record. These results
have initially been qualitative; ho_vever, this
study represents a substantial indepth quantat_ve
test to accurately define _p2BF. While pulsed at _
i .... 50% rated Peak PuLse Current and below, all devices
"_t " appear to have infinite Mp2Bp. For all types, with
the exception of the 33V type as shown in Fig. 9
through Fig. 12, all devices can-be expected to
operate at 75% Peak Pu.lse Level and maintain a
good performance record out through I0,000 pulses.
When the Peak Pulse Curr_nt Levels are related to
the actual in-servlce protection performance _e-
qUOted under induced lightning conditions, the
oRIGINAL PAGE IS reliability of the TransZorb appears to be definitely
OF POOR Q]JA_TY commensurate with the intended use for which it was I
designed. The assumption is that the Maximum Peak
Pulse Current of the TransZorb is factored into the
worst case *.ransient which could be expected. A plot
of the Peak Current distribution for first return
likhtning strokes _) is shown in Fig, 18. it can
_)From N. Cianos and E. T. Pierce, a Ground Lightning Environment
for Hngineering Usage, Stanford Research Institute, Prepared
for _cDonnell Douglas, under Contract No. L-2817-A5, 1972.
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be soon from this graph _hat 99_ of stro]ces are
_40kA or less, with the 50_ ordinate re_lectlng
a Maximum--Peak Cu.r_:._.nt of 20kA. If the TransZorbs_
are £n a circuit to protect--ggalnst induced
lightning from-the 196 ordinate strokes, 50_ of t_.e
strokes will have a Peak Value a_ less than 8_ of
the capability of the Tra_sZorb. Also, with the d
.,
TransZorb designed--_n such a pro_ect£on circuit,
only I_ of the strokes would equal to the worst
case condition o£v_he TransZorb.
3.10 Probsbility of TransZorb Performance
Based on the MP2BF Curves shown in Fig. 9 through
Fig. 12 the devices wi.ll safely operate at 100_ Ipp
to 1,000 pulses prior to failure. Exposed to pulses
having a probability dlstri.b_tion such as that shown
i.u Fig. 18, the li£e ti_e of the TransZorb would he
in excess of lO0,O00 pulses in protecting against
; induced lightning.
1000
I 20kA " ]"""
,i o.o,°., ,, ,,o,o,o ®,,,,,,oo.ooo.,,
l % > ORDINATE .
Fig. 18: Peak Current For Lightning Strokes
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L4-. 0 FAILURI_ ANALYSIS
4,1 Device-De-encapsulationt
A sample of 10 devices from each of the 100% Ipp
lots f_iling on surge tests were opened using a
metal turning lathe. The devices were clamped firmly
" in the lathe collet and the tubulation and in- ,.
sul_ted lead subsequently removed with extreme
! caution using a very shsrp pointed lathe tool
_ * especially fabricated for this purpose The capI
of the device was subsequently removed exposing
the TransZorb TM cell and the silver internal lead.
Device identity was maintained by careful handling
and separate storage o£ all components.
4.2 Die _Silicon Junctlon_ Removal
The shorted devices used in this failure analysis
! next at the die/heatsink interface
were separated
to expose the surface of the die which hopefully
would yield some visible signs of failure. The ten
devices selected were chosen randomly and to repre-
sent a sample over the time domain in which the
failures occurred. The specific method of
separating the silicon "junction from the remainder of
the component was accomplished with a hot soldering
iron and two pa_rs of heavy duty tweezers. The base
lead (cathode) was grasped firmly with a pair of
tweezers and the base of the device was subsequently
placed in firm contact with the hot soldering iron.
The top lead was held firmly with the second pair 1
of tweezers and a gentle but firm tension was placed ]
on the opposing leads of the device. As the metal bond
. Joining the cell approached the melting point, prefer-
encial separation occurred at the lower (cathode]
ORIGINAL _AGB IB ts7 oFPoOQOaL
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side of the die. Separation usually occurred at the
die/heatsink interface. The net result wa_ that
the etlicon chip was removed from the device with a
minimum disturbance of the pn junction and evidence
of failure.
4.3 Die Clean, Up
I
The solder bonding material wa_ removed from the
die surface, using a saturated aqueous solution
of tricholoracetic acid. This solution dissolves
the heavy metals used in bonding the die/cell
assembly. Approximately twenty-four to forty-eight
hours of soaking at 25°C was sufficient to yield
clean silicon die surfaces. No solvent is available
which woul._ thoroughly dissolve the elastomer
coating on the junction. Removal of the elastomer
coating was perforated most effectivvl), by mechanical
means with a small i:ard-wood stick carefully sharpened
] to a fine point. Ultz_sonic scrubbing was used to J
remove all loose material and subsequently expose the ql
die as thoroughly as possible for observation and
search for the failure stress point. The junctions
were subsequently observed under 25X and 40X
magnification for the specific areas of failure.
The failure method of all devices was short and J
observations were made to locate small areas which
: had obvious evidences of melting.
i! 4.4 Die Examination
ti
All Silicon junctions which were removed were
carefully observed and examined for evidence of
melted regions. 'Both the die edges and central
regions were observed for melting which always t
occurs during the "fail-short" mode. i
J
1
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4.4.1 6.8V Tran._Zorh TM Vi._;ual Appearance
The 6.8V ¢ata._trophtc fallure,,_ were. examined
under 40X magnifi_.at.lon and all ton were found
to have vl._ible evidence of ._horting. A._ to
tile loct_tlon of the ._horting area, three were ,.
located well within the periphery of the die
edge and seven were locateO at the edge of
the silicon die. Three of the _even edge shorts
t
occurred at the corner. T)'pJcal failures are :;hewn
in Fig. 19 and in t:ig. 20. Fig. 19 represents
a typical internal short with the shorted region
having dimensions of approximately .030 inches
diameter. The edge failure as shown in Fig. 20
incurred not onl), a melted region but a fracture
as well. These failures occurred at 8,380 pulses
for the device shown in Fig. 19 and 10,641 pulses
for the device shown in Fig. 20.
1 1
OiIG AL
Fig. 19: Shorted h,,_V Silicon .lun,.tit_n, Internal
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Fi$. 20: Shorted 6.8V Silicon Junction, Peripheral "
4.4.2 33V TransZorb TM Visual Appearance
The 33V failures were also examined under 40X
magnification and found to have both internal
and edge failures. Of the nine devices examined,
one device had an internal failure, eight having
e_ge failures of which six occurred at the corner.
The internal failure, shown in Fig. 21 exhibits
a fracturing of tb_ silicon die. The thermal shock
generated during failure can produce severe frac-
ture in the silicon junction. The melting point
_ of silicon is in excess of 1,400°C and this
_: thermal shock can and has fractured junctions upon
failure.
80
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Fi_. 21: Shorted 33V Silicon Junction, Internal
Fig. 22 represents a typical shorted silicon
junction as it has occurred at the edge. Observe
that the area of melt appears to be smaller than |
'i d! that of the 6.8V device Owing to the current
limiting the power supply and subsequently
lower power dissipation during the shorted mode.
Fi_. 22: Shorted 33V Silicon ,Junction, Peripheral
6, ORIOINALPAG_ _ IN
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4°.4..3 ..... 9.1V TransZorb_Visual AppearanceI ,i
The 91V devices were examined under 40X magBifi-
cation in am a_=tempt to observe characteristics
of £ailure.. There were three out of eight which ..........................................
L
failed internally and five with edge failures,
of which three were located at th_ corner. A
view of the internal junction is shown in Fig. 23
and a typical corner failure is shown in Fig. 24.
; The region of the melt appears to be smaller,
i however, the internal short still generated
substantial heat to cause fracturing of the die.
The corne_ region of_the melt is plainly visible
as skown in Fig. 24. The internal failure
occurred at 5,837 pulses wilh the.peripheral
failure occurring at 6,432 pulses.
,Fig. 23: 91V Shorted Siticon Junction, Internal
62
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Fig. 24: 91V Shorted Silicon Junction, Peripheral
4.4.4 190V Tna.nsZorb TM Visual Appearance
0f the 10 devices evaluated for failure, three
• had internal short£ng with. seven devices sho_ting '
at the edge. Of the seven edge shorts, four
" occurred at the corner. Fig. 25 illustrates the w
internal short with the small but prominant burn-
through region plainly visible. The peripheral
short is observed in Fig. 26 which was taken at 30X
magnification. The short occurred at approximately
the center of one of the hexagonal sides and a crack .
I
was formed which propogated across the entire surface
of the die. The failures occurred at 8,317 pulses
for the internal short and 7,706 pulses for the
external short, as shown in Fig. 25 and Fig. 26
respectively. In comp_ring Fig. 19 with Fig. 25,
the region of the melt at the failure point is
substantially :_maller for a 190V silicon junction.ORIGINALPAGE IS
OF I_3OR QUALrl_ This is dl, c to the fact that the test equipment has
a current limited power source which has a maximum
determined by the test pulse. This is i43A for the
00000001-TSF04
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¢
is 14.3_ for the 6.8V dcvicc and sl.i.ghtly over 5A
for, the 190V device. As a result, the power
dissipated is.. substantiall.y higher fo_ the_lower
• voltage device when the short occurs than f_or
the higher voltage dcvi. ce due to the-much greater
amount of current carried Ju the _ voltage
circuit. ,_
$........
i'. Fig. 25: 190V TransT-orbrUVisual Appearance, Internal I
P
Fi_. 26: 190V 'l'r,lns2orb Visual Appearance, Peripheral 4
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Scanning i_lectron Micr_e hna_v.si__s
As described in the previous effort under Cent.tact
No. NAS8-30811, two devices were mou_ted in plastic
cylinders, cross sectioned, _nd...subsequently etched,
using specialized solutions to provide optimum
visual resolution and structure of the me_.a..1 silicon .............................
die and the adjacent silver heat sink. A_-.-¢tch
solutio_ g¢._igned specifically for bringing out the
grain structu-re of the metallization bonding the
silicon to its heat sink was applied to thc...exposed
" surfaces of the cross section. _hcse samples were
subsequently observed under 5,O00X using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) Model IO00AMR. One of the.
samples, shown in Fig. 28, is the control, with no
pulse testing whatsoever. The device shown in Fig.
27 received 4,000 pulses at 85% Peak Pulse Current.
!
Fig. 27:4,000 Pulses At 85% Ipp ORl(]IN/flh p/LG_
oF Qua'
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,.._
_,_" _ _ .-
_: Contro!, No Pulse Tesl;_-ng
The structure of the metallic bonding is obviously
quite dif£erent fo_ each of th_.se two samples.
This can be attributed to the thermal cycling
which occurs during the Pulse Testing. The
experimental device exhibited an apparent micro-
£racture separation in the inter-metallics at the
edge of the dic only (within approximately .010
inches from the edge). There appeared to be no
discontinuity in the bonding of the control sample
at the outcr edge or at any other point in the
bonding •
4.5 Discussion of Failure Analysis Results
When the silicon junction of the TranSient Voltage
Suppressor fails, it appears that in all cases it
fails in the shorted mode. During the process of
failure, a single small area, of the order of .030
inches or smaller, is heated to a tet.perature well
!
?
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in excess of the melting point of silicon, which is
over 1,400°C. The exact recson for the failure is
not too well understood, This could be a latent
L:
!: latlce defect due to a microfr-acture, or perhaps,
a. screw _islocatlon or the presence of some other
latent defect mechanism. The surface failures
appear tO be due to some discon_inu.ity at the
interface, the nature of which also is not too a
well understood. One...possible explanation for
the failures app__ars to lie in the SEH Analysis
as shown in Fig. 27 and 28. Under long term
high power pulsing, a change in the metallizazion
of bonding structure appears to exist. _Lith this
change there appears to accompany a separation
beginning at the periphery. This separation would
continue to propogate toward the center of the
junction as time progresses. Subsequent continued
cycling would result in the periphery of the
junction-heating due to less heat sLnking and
subsequent greater probability of failure. This
appeared to be the case in reviewing the number
of edge failures compared to the internal failures.
Of the $7 that were analyzed, ten had internal
failures and twenty-nine had edge failures. This
could indicate that the loss of heat sinking at
the periphery could be a cause for this failure
after long term cycling near the rated Peak Pulse
I_ of the device.Current
m I
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NASA PULSE LIFE TE_T 1N562_R- ?Sg PERK PULSE CURRENT |NIT|_L_
STABs1 RTN#-20
TEST #: 1
TEST ID: ...... VR 'LR---
UNITS q A
SER BIN
101 1 6. B00 15.2.5 LI *Add 5,7b0 pulses from Contract
102 1 6.600 248,5 U No, NAS8-30811 for total p_scs,
103 1 6,850 695,5 P
184 1 6, 750 17_,5 U
t05 1 6,750 _19.5 U
106 1 6, 750 290,0 LI
107 1 6,508 995.0 U
1_ 1 6.800 180.3: U
169 1 6.750 2_.0 u
1_0 1 6.756 126. e u
1_ 1 6,650 266. e u
' 112 1 6,850 168.7 U
11_ 1 6,800 267.5 U
114 1 6.850 275. 5 U
1i5 1 6. $5_ t1_, 7 U
1t6 1 6.800 296.5 U
1t7 1 6.788 149.1 U
tt8 1 6,800 226.0 U
119 1 6.858 148.1U
t28 t 6.858 10_.8 U
121 2 6.850 F1.14_ M
122 I 6,600 455,0 LI
123 1 6.900 101.7 U
124 1 6.600 4_0. 0 tl
125 1 6.750 20_.0 U
126 t 6.750 t51.8 L!
127 1 6,750 170,6 U
"1 128 1 6,800 17_.7 U
_29 i 6,750 129.1U
1_0 t 6,800 2_8.5 U
1_1 1 6.900 657.0 U
1_2 1 6.850 184.8 U
1_ 1 6.700 696.0 U
13:4 1 6.850 114. ? U
I_5 i 6,800 _15.0 U
1_6 1 6.750 25_.0 U
1_7 1 6.900 121.5 U
t_8 1 6.900 t49.7 U
1_9 1 6,750 t94.7 U140 1 6 ooe _015u
14t 1 6,o_o 17_._u U_ 1_"
t,, I 6,_oe 246_ u _ e._t14_ 1 6.850 268.5 U144 1 . ?50 16_,8 LI
145 t 6,800 242.0 U
146 1 6,_50 158.? U
147 t 6,750 295.0 U
140 1 6, 700 418.0 LI
149 1 6,650 _48.5 LI
15_ 1 6.750 215.0 U
O_tIG_'_AL PAGE IS
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NRSR PULSE LIFE TE_T IN56_gR ?5% PEAK F'LtL.E;EC:LIF_'ENT AFTER ?500 F'LILSE_,*
_TR#"3 _TN#_20
TEST #. 1 2
TEST ID VR I_
UNITS V
SER B4N
101 1 6. 800 _71. ? U * Add 5,_00 pulses from Contract
102 1 6. 600 270 5 U No. NASS-30811 for totaL.pulses.
103 1 6 000 691.0 U
104 1 6,750 174 ? U
105 1 6.7_0 32_:,0 U
106 1 6. 750 280 _ U
107 1 6,500 9_6.0 U ,
108 1 6.000 1_8. 6 U
109 1 6. 700 24_:.0 U
110 1 6.750 129 9 U
111 1 6. 6_0 _48 5 U
112 1 6.850 185.0 U
tt_ 1 6.000 284.5 U
114 1 6.800 24]'.5 U
115 1 6.850 t2t. 8 LI
116 1 6,800 291.5 U
117 1 6. 700 154.7 U
118 1 6. 750 2_0.0 U
119 1 6.050 151 ? U
120 1 6,850 110.2 U
t21 1 6.850 705.0 U
122 1 6.600 499.0 U
12_ 1 6,900 112.0 U
124 1 6.600 4_5.5 U
125 1 6.?50 215.5 LI
126 1 6.700 156._: U .ll
t2? 1 6.?50 191.9 U 4128 1 6.800 178. _ U
t29 1 6.750 1_8.0 U
1_0 1 6.800 257.0 U
t_1 1 6.850 584.5 LI
t_2 1 6.850 1_ ? U
1_ 1 6, 700 644.5 U
t_4 1 6.850 126.0 U
1_5 1 6.800 _2_.0 U
1_6 t 6.750 268.5 U
I_7 1 6.850 127.9 U
1_8 1 6.900 15_.6 U
1_9 1 6.?50 200._ U
140 t 6.000 _05.5 U
t41 1 6.850 18_.2 P
142 1 6.650 240.0 U
14_ 1 6.050 27_.5 U
144 1 6. 700 176.5 U
145 1 6 800 24t,_ U
146 1 6.950 t61.8 U
147 1 6 ?50 _07.0 U
148 1 6. 700 419.0 LI
149 1 6.650 258.0 U
150 1 6. 750 221.5 U
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00000001-TSF13
NRSR PULSE LIFE TEST 1N_629fl 75_ PERK F'UL_E CURRENT RFTER t25B8 PULSES_
STRO-_ RTNO=2_
TEST |: 1 2
TEST ID: VR ZR
UNITS: ¥ fl * Md 5,760 _al_s from Contract
SER BIN No, NAS8-30811 for total pulses,_
101 1 6,888 176,8 O
t82 1 6,_88 281.@ U
te] 1 6,888 664,5 U
184 1 6, 758 178, 7 U
t85 J 6,786 38e, 0 o "'
186 1 6,758 281,5 U
187 1 6.588 885,5 U
t88 1 6,888 212,8 U
189 1 6,788 252,8 U
118 1 6.758 133.3 U
111 1 6.658 353,5 U
I 112 1 6.88_ 189,6 U
115 1 6.750 2?6.5 U
114 1 6,888 251.8 U
115 1 6.858 t24.9 U
116 1 G. 808 292.5 U
117 1 6.780 159.9 U
118 1 6.?58 236.5 U
119 1 6.888 155.5 U
t28 1 6.85_ 115. t U
121 1 6.858 7t5,8 U
122 1 6.608 5e9.5 u
t23 1 6.858 115.4 U
124 1 6.680 439.0 P
125 1 6.?Be 228.8 U
126 1 6.788 t6t, 8 U
127 1 6.?88 286.8 U
128 1 6.800 t81.1U
129 1 6.758 t41.1U
130 1 6. eee 264.5 U
13t 1 6.858 579,8 U
132 1 6.850 283.5 U
t33 1 6. ?OO 657.5 U
134 t 6.858 138. ? U
135 1 6._ee 3ts. e U
136 1 6 758 2?9,8 U
t37 t 6.858 t34.9 U
138 1 6 9_ t5_.8 U
139 1 6.?58 197.8 U
t48 1 6.?$8 _13.5 U
141 1 6.858 192.5 U
142 1 6.658 24t. 5 U
143 1 6.658 288.5 U
144 1 6.?88 186.6 U
145 t 6.888 247.8 U
146 1 6.958 t62.5 P
147 1 6.758 313.5 U
148 1 6.?00 425.5 U
149 1 6.658 268.8 U
158 1 6.75a 233.8 U
74
................. : _-; ...... ._ _L.L-_ __/ " .; ............ :i
..... J ...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 -TSF 14
} i
NR'_:.RPULSE LIFE TE:£T 1N5_29R ;"_.,;; F'EFIF F'LIL::';EJ_I.IPI;'£N] RFTEF: 15@@@,PLILSE'-*STfl#=l I;_TNII=2@
TE ::-T II 1
TEST ].[=, VE_ II;'
UNITS. V R
SEE BIle-- * Add 5,760 pulsos from Contract
1@1 1 6 r:..@@ 17? ;: U No. N&SS-308II for total pulses.1@2 1 6. t':_t_ 297. 5 U
1@3: 1 6. @@@ ,"61. @ U
104 1 6. ?5@ 19-:. @ U
1@5 1 6. 7@@ ":52. 5 U
106 1 6. 75@ 292. @ U
1@7 1 6. 500 1. @4._: M
I@@ 1 6. 8@@ :':"@. @ U
I@9 1 6. 7@@ 25E: @ U
11@ 1 6. 75@ 1-_:7. _ U
111 1 6. 6@@ 4@6. 5 U
112 1 6. 8@@ 1_5. _: LI
113 1 6. 75@ 29@. @ U
114 1 6. 8@8 3:28. 5 LI
115 1 6. 85@ 1._4. 4 LI
116 ;. 6. 8@@ -_:@8.5 U
117 :1 6. 7@@ 165. _: U
118 1 6. 75@ 248. @ U
t20 1 6. 85@ 12@. _: LI
121 1 6. 85@ 79_. 5 U
122 1 6. 600 518. @ U
123: 1 6. 85@ 119. E: U
1 6. 6@6 455. 5 U124
125 1 6. 76@ 225. 5 U
126 1 6. 700 166. 9 U
127 1 6. 7@0 215. _ U
128 1 6. 8@@ 197. 3: LI
129 1 6. ?@e 147.2 u
t_0 1 6, 750 29@. @ U
1_2 1 6, 85@ 212. @ U
13:3: 1 6, 799 8":9. @ LI
13:4 1 6. 85@ 1._:7. @ LI
13:5 1 6. 8@@ _45. 5 U
13:6 1 6, 75@ 296. 5 U
1_7 1 6. 85@ 141. '_: U
13:8 1 6. 95@ 161. 8 U
13:9 1 6. 750 221. 5 U
140 1 6. 75@ "_:26. @ LI
141 1 6. 858 197, 4 U
142 1 6. 65@ 262. @ U
143: 1 6, 80@ 295. 5 U
144 1 6. 7@@ 1-¢'_;,t LI
145 1 6. 8@@ 264. 5 LI
146 1 6. 9@@ 167. @ U
147 1 6, 75C4 ._28. @ U
149 1 6. 65@ 28@. 5 LI
ORIGINAL PAGe3IS
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00000001-TSG01
;'6
..... *..................... 00000001-TSG02
TE_T #': 1
TEST l 0: VR IR
U_IT$ V A
SER BIN
1-_1 1 6.800 221.5 a._ * /_d 5,760 pulses from Contract
152 l 6.800 2t2.0 U No.._$8-30811 for total pul_e'_.
15_ 1 6,850 126. 9 U i
154 1 6. 700 ZT_. 8 U %
155 1 6.800 590,0 U i
_56 1 6.800 24Z. 0 LI _........
158 I 6.750 25s.5 U
159 I 6.850 196. £ U
t61 1 6.800 t94._ U
t63 1 6.850 94.60 U
164 1 6.750 t16.8 U
165 1 6.950 91.65 U
166. 1 6.850 154.6 U
t67 1 6.650 498.0 U
t68 1 6.600 53:9.0 U
169 1 6.900 152.6 U
170 1 6.650 _69.0 U
171 1 6.600 420.0 U
172 1 6. 750 2_0. 5 LI
t?_ 1 6.700 2_0. 0 LI
174 1 6.950 89._9 U
175 1 6.650 _82.5 LI
176 1 6.600 620.5 LI
178 1 6.750 226.0 O ........................................... _ -
179 1 6.700 t94. _ LI
181 1 6. 70_ 718.5 U
182 1 6. 750 354.0 U J
18_ 1 6.900 296, 5 tl q
t84 1 6. 700 I79.2 tl
185 1 6.550 754.0 U
186 1 6.700 157.7 U
187 1 6.750 512.5 U
100 1 6.600 524.5 tl
189 1 6. 9_0 146. I tl
t90 1 6. 750 412.0 U
t91 1 6.900 205.5 U
192 1 6.600 562.0 U
t94 1 6.750 _:19.0 U
t95 1 6.550 427.0 U
196 1 6.650 249.5 U
197 1 6.750 561.5 U
198 1 6.550 665,0 U
t9_ 1 6.700 205.5 u
_00 1 6.?00 158.7 u
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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00000001-TSG03
N_-c,R PULE,E LIFE TEST 1NS_29R l(.'_:Z F'Etll. P..UL.C,ECUF_F',ENT "4FTEF_ 75t3_t PUL'-';_'_*
TEST #. 1 2
TEST ID : ¥,R 1R
UNITS: V R
SER BI.N * -kid 5,70(I pulses fYom Contract159 1 6. 850 19._:. g LI
168 1 t.. 650 547 5 LI No. _S8-30811 for total pulses.
172 1 6. 80i'4 217. 0 U
179 1 (_. 75C4 200, 5 LI
194 1 6. 750 ._19. 0 U qh
2Q0 1 6. 7-50 1¢.1. 5 U
I
,8
78
00000001-TSG04
NI_$F_ F'IIL_,E LIFE TEST J.NSe_Fl Z(_@}; F'E,iIK F'ULSE....C.U_'F'ENT FtFTE_' LO0r;_O F'UL'_.E'_.*
• STR#11 _.TI_#"20
TI_ST # : 1
TEST I.D.,; V.R-- ..... I_
• UN I TS : V Ft
f
SER BIN * Add 5,76(Jpulses from Eontract _
t59 t 6. 8BO 1_.::._ U No, ._%SB-3()_1]for total pul._c._.
179 :1. 6, 751) 214. @ U
i
e,
!
79
-........ TSG05
............. 00000001&. .__ 4
N.F_SRPULSE: LIFE TEST lt45_2_R 1(_£_-' F'EPI:: F'UL.C,E CCLIF:F',E:f,_TFIFIEG' 125£t0 I_UI.SESs *
_TA#'I _.TNII=20
TEST li' $ 2
TE$'f |D: VR II_
U.NI TS : V R
SER Blfl
I79 1 6. 750 2X4,0 U * Add 5,760 pulses from ContractNo. NAS8-30811 for total pulses.
6 ......
• i
80
I
00000001-TSG06

NRSR PULSE LIFE TEST IN.,64-,.,H t""".,t, PERK F'UL_E ruF:RENT. RF'TER ?500 PULSESJ e
:_,TR#=2 R-TNll=20
TEST # 3 4
TE_T ]D .... VP IR
I.IN]TS. V R # /_1d-5,760 ]pulses flrOia Contnict
_ER BIN No. N/k_-30811 f_o_al pulses.
3:02 1 _2. 10 15. 15 N
2:02 1 23. 10 16. _5 N
3:04 1 31. 60 12. 85 N
.1:05 1 _2. 75 13 15 N
.i:06 1 32, 85 25. 6(;t N "
307 i 32. 85 E'9. 75 N
Ze8 1 32, 95 35. 55 N
3:09 1 3-'<..10 25. ==.,.,N
_10 i 32. 95 1_,.95 N
_II I _2. 75 17. 90 N
312 1 33. 15 3. 950 N
313: i 32. 65 20. 15 N
314 i 33. 15 2.21. 2 N
";:1.5 I 32. 95 _i. 95 N
_le: I 33. 00 30. 80 N
1 32.60 N
3t8 1 33. 20 3. 200 N
"<t9 i 31, 90 12, 80 N
320 1 32. 95 115. 6 N
321 1 33. 05 1.3:1. 6 N
322 1 33, 05 12. 75 N
323 1 32. 50 17, 55 N
324 1 32. 45 16. 00 N-
325 1 32. 75 325. 5 N
326 1 32. 85 51. _'5 N
327 1 33, 10 19, 20 N
am
";:28 t 32. e:5 3. 550 N ._._U
":29 1 32. 60 9. 550 N tim
33:0 1 32. 55 64. 15 N
321 1 23. 05 1:,'. 75 N
3.3::" 1 32. 65 7. 950 N
2_3 1 32. 80 32. 00 N
3_4 1 _2. 75 _. 650 N
335 1 32. _5 13. 15 N
3_7 1 33. 20 3:2. 00 N
338 1 33. 05 16. 15 N J
]:39 1 22. 40 12. 80 N
340 1 "-,:3.15 99. 20 N t_41 1 32, 60 3. 550 N342 I 32. 15 t2. 80 N34";: 1 22. 20 12. 80 N
3:44 1 _:2. 47 17. 60 N 1
.i:45 1 _=.""65 t3. 20 N
3:46 1 32. 75 9. 450 N
347 1 32. 40 12. 80 N
348 1 _2. 25 13:. 55 N
349 1 33. 10 19. 20 N
350 1 _2. 35 9. 550
351 1 32 60 ? 550 N
82 i
,I
.................. "- 00000001-TSG08
NR."IR PULSE LIFE 'r_.¢T _NO.¢4ui_ ",,,o, t .,., F'EFIK F'UL_;E CUI;'I;'FNI' HI. I _ I-' 1._.4k_...._U_-.._--._._.........
• STR#=I R'TN.#=20
'rE'.-','tl 3 4
'rEST It.'-- VR _...
UNIT_. v r3 # _ 5_760 IX_SeS _rOl_ CoI_lCaCt
;_ER B I N No. NAS8-30811 £or--total pulses.
3.e3 1 _3. 05 13. ;'.':. h
._05 1 "2. 7_ 15 _0 N
_k'_6 1 -_2. 05 2_. 95 N
._:07 1 22 8e 8._. 9:; N
-_8 1 3:2. 95 .'._ 40 N
31;_9 I _,'t': 10 ;''.. 55 N
"<re 1 22. 9e _'5 95 N
:<:t2 1 ._"-..15 ",55_, N
3,L3 1 22. 65 1_. 65 N
314 1 3". 10 12._. 4 N
._15 1 _2. 90 "::IiT N
316 I -::3:.0@ 2=,.'. 80 N
3:17 1 _2. 6e _. E:@_ N
_19 1 21. 90 12. _.:_' N
_20 t ._2. 95 118. 4 N
3:21 1 ._':. 05 128 2 N
_22 1 _t-:. 05 11 1.5 N
"(2.'t. 1 32. 50 19. =S N
_24 1 22. 4e 9 95(_ N
• ";:25 1 _2. 75 ":41. 5 N
326 1 _2. 85 67. 15 N
327 1 3,_, 1_ 1.3.55 N
328 1 32. 6_ 7 150 N
"t 229 1 ":2. 60 9. 200 N
_:3e I '_:2. 55 51. _S N 44IB=,.=,331 1 2:<. 05 13: ¢... N
_ _ 3._e_ ::_._,.-,N OFPOOg _u,_,---
:<3:4 1 2_'.70 7 150 N
"<'_7 1 2_,.95 21. _::e N
3:3:8 1 .3:2. e5 1_ 00 N
_29 1 _2. 40 J,_:.8e N
';:4e 1 3:'.':. 10 9:":. 9.=; N
; ._41 1 _2. 60 4. 750 N
".':42 1 32. 15 T. 950 N
"; 34_ 1 32. 15 9 650 N
i
._4 1 _. 4._ _4._:oN
i'i 34s 1 _z._o r sse N
_.46 1 3"2. 75 e" 75@ N
.'(4? 1. _2 40 1-: 1S N
_48 1 _2. 30 12 85 N
24_ 1 _" 10 1_ 25 N
3:50 1 22 35 8 850 N
....,1 1 _2 60 1_ _._ N
.
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UUUUUUUl /O_U_
qhlFI_FI F'I.ILt_E LIFE T['.:I ltJ_._4_.,fl "5', r'rr, F',.',;[ ",._c'P._,_ r,rlFp 12_88 PUL$ES_ •
:_'fAt_2 f;'TN#=20
"fE_,T # " 4
IL$'r If., v_, i6.
UN ! T_ ',/ A
'_:.[..:_' BIN i Add-5,760 I_tses fr_ contract
"_:0.: _ -" 0_._ _4 ": r, No. NASS-30811totnZt_s..
- _.. 1 ":." 70 ;2 7'=., tl •
3.06 1 "2 _.:5 25 _::: ,_4
_'1, & "2 _:0 '."::' 15 f_
2.::: 2 "'.' 95 :" 15:4
3:0 1 32 '._0 Z- "_ N
"_.1.1 1 -_2 ,'_ i" 80 hi
322 1 3._ .L5 g "TO N
_ _ ".:2. 1 !." & ." _ 6 e Z l . N
3:.1.4 1 2 ::. Z0 1.":".. '8 N
3:t5 1 32 90 3.9. _5 N,
3:t6 1 2:'. 8e _:.-_.80 t!
3:.t7 1 3:-"-.60 ." .=.;5e N
n:l:.:: l "_. 20 ,-, ==" N
3::1.9 1 3:t. 90 7. 150 N
3:28 1 22 95 _1.-': 4 N
";:,;:1 ;1. "" 85 15-:. t; N
-..o, .-,
.,._.- 1 3:3. 05 '9 688 N
3.:23: 1 22 58 16 2:5 N
3:24 1 22 40 1_; 15 N
.,-.., i 22 70 _:4Z O N
"_:;;'_ 1 22. "= £,_:'-".2 N
'I ]:,:7 i ":_:. 20 2_ ":5 N
3:2::: 1 _g. 6_ £,;.' '.:_ N A
3:29 i _2 60 6 800 N m
._:._:8 i 22. 55 _:.' 95 N
-:3:1 I 3:2:. 18 .I.'.:' 20 N
3:.,.2 I ._:.2 65 6 400 N
_:_:_ 1 -:2' 80 "'" ==, N
._:_i:4 1 ":2 75 7. '_=.;0 N
._:7_:5 1 3.2 ":5 1_ 20 N
3:37 i 2'::. 20 25 65 U
3.:{:8 1 3.', 05 _.:_,40 N
3"_9 1 "_2. 40 21 15 N
3:40 i 3:':. 15 102. 4 N
3:41 1 _2. 60 '9 650 N
3:42 1 3.2. 10 40,_;O N
34"e i "_2 15 LZ _: "
._:44 1 .'..,,245 1_ ._5 N
";:45.. I ._",=."60 6 "_JO N
3:46 1 22 70 6 600 N
3:42 1 "<:2 40 19 20 N
348 1 "2. "0 12 -_ N
]:4'9 1 ". IO 16. ,"5 N
..,u i . -., 6 400 N
3.51 I "2 55 iE: ">5 N
84
O0000001-TSGIO
F °+ ¥
• r+_;_:_,FIPULSE LJ|:L ]_._,_, I ;;56-1.'hr , .,,.'. .,,. ,. , . . '-.. ,:l.,g'r [ ,, " , ,. ,.., . ,
1E_,T IL:' ',tI_: iF:
----I.IN4 ': :$. ',/ 6
,_ .. ,
.E,A. B:r+ ......
Ju2 _ ::.:. _ _. _,0:4 * Add 5,760 pulses from Contract
_:¢+-_: l "+ 05 2_, ?,:+ _ No. NAS8-30811 for total pulses.
Y_._, ' .'.,: ;'0 _2 "' N IILl,
.u6 ,I. "+.,. +/,t., ;_ CI0 f,+ 1
i,:e:'+ _ :_' +0 ._'_ L.'.Ot'+,.;.Ib : " !: la :=5 _,_., tJ
.... i _. '-:2 ,._ 12 80 r_ !
"::1".: I ;2. _5 _-. +_., r,
".:.1.4 1 :;:i. 10 1:'':. 6 ,'+
21"., 1 _:._ _ ",: c,= t_
-_:",,$ 1 .':_ 00 29 15 N
; .:.1.7 1 '2_2 55 F." _+,3 N
--<;l:':_ ::-'.. 20 Z_O. 0 P
!20 1 :,;:: _ _2:. ,:." N
•..., *l
-'..-.-, I -: } OO I :'. :.-':,.I N
.. ,,_.
-.,,... I 2:2 50 :-_. ,-"=.,;,I
-:,:4 "- .... 4_' '...._,_' N
5.,.-.'.ffi .;. "::;. ."d " " " N "
.. _-,....
.-.._ .I. :.-:.;..c =" ,_
3:-'7 ; -'-." _-0 2; 60 t+ 4
4i
-' ,; 4.'.;,:, 01/GAI,
",::,:, = - -:' "'" ', POORqtJ ,l&l
'_..;:1 .',. : : 05 i " "0 t, OF
-_: |'2 1 '_.c'. 65 _, - $:1'Z: f',_
._:::'4 1 -:,. "0 i;..-,:, P,_
::5 1 ":2 Z(; l; ,3_', N
_:_:7 I "''. i_,. !_ .:',.. _I
-]::::': 1 ::2. 05 ? 55¢ N
- ...-. ;.,:: . ..L +',,I
::40 1 ":. 15 92 7T. t_
";:41 1 .;.,.'_"60 6. 400 t+
• ":,_2 1 ":2 10 6 400 N
_4"-: 1 ".2 1_ 7 '_50 N
_:44 1 .,.,=' 40 16 0¢'_.N
..4. i "::_. 60 -. ,a__ N
:_46 1 :,:;.: ,"0 :: '_.=.;t3S
t47 1 -2 4(1 17 65 P+
_:4',-:I ":,: .:_i_ 15 15 N
3:49 I I0 "'_ +',0 N
.. :_:.':,0 1 ..... 5 '? :,_0 ',o
1
{_ .
I
85
00000001-TSG11
86
00000001-TSG12
• rdt:l:;,t_PIJLS[ t ltE 1L._.I _q _.,: r, _"(,'. F :' F. ,, ;.: '..'r_'; r, I,'Jl s'_st *Si1fttlm; _:Tfd#.._'n ....
TE_T i "' 4
_EST 1[', V_' |k
UtdI T_ '¢ .
._EI;: i_:IN
£5] t _;_. _;O ',_:4 0 Id * Md 5,760 pul,_o3 from C_trm_t
.t_5 .t =3. 50 ,:_., ,.,0 u No, NAS8-30811 for total .l_],_e_, ,
, .. ,,., N
,16J: J, .:':, .tO ;":' ut, :i •
. . .*,, tl N
J67 _ -"-_,_,$ :'_t ;.'vN J
16:': 1 "" J.O 4,.':? _, _,1
'aTO .I. -".',.ZO ".,2'_:5 :_
J ,".1. .1. "". 05 :':_.',L'n t;
.1.74 .t _2, lO ,."=.,.'.:';, u
J75 1 ".'2, _0 4_.:: 5 N
J T_ .t "2, 00 .'.... 75 N
J85 1 "-". 05 ._,:;rt (, :1
'I:._6 1 2: 15 8.t_?(, tl
_.90 1 -"_ 90 76 .':':0N
200 .1. 22. ::_5 46? 5 ,_
._:01 ! 72. _:$ 224. ¢, t4
ORIGINAL PAC_ IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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00000001-TSG13
I'IFI_R _'UL'.;i t IF_ f_-':.1 ._,f_.c.,It,q J,,O:; fl _t FuL::,F cuF:F:_N] Fff1_r ;'_.,.L,..,:UL':.i.-..
".:,T(.Itt=-. f;'.TN# =20
TE_T Jl . 4
TE'-_T ]C, ',tI;'. IF'
I.Ij'J] TS '/ F'
_,Ef;' 131N
]7_E, ]. 5_ _0 _77, ;: ,I * Add 5,760 pulso5 from Contract
No. N/kSl_,_0811 for total pulses.
!
..... s" ,
00000001-TSG14
t
P
NRSR PUL._E LIFE TEST 1N565t;FI ;'5_ PERK PUL.C,E CLIRF!ENT IN_TIFIL_*
STRts2 RTN¢'20
TEST II: 5 6
TEST ID: VR IR
UNIT$ : V R
_ER BIN
101 1 88. 70 ]:2, _:5 N * _d 5,760 pulses from C_ntract
105 1 89, _5 2._. t5 N No, NAS8-30811 for total pu]ses,
186 1 87. ;'5 64, 75 N
109 1 87. eO ?4. ]:5 N
110 1 87. 45 62. ]:5 N
113 1 89. 25 22, ._0 N •
116 t 91. 50 70. 70 N
12e 1 89. 60 55. le N
121 1 89. 70 46. 75 N
123 1 87. 45 70. 50 N
124 1 98. 95 8La.00 N
126 1 87. 20 60. 75 N
1]:e t 89. Ot_ 25. _0 N
1]:3: 1 92. 90 12. 85 N
1']:5 1 87. 65 t6.._5 N
1]:6 1 Be. 10 68. 60 N
t]:7 1 88. 80 28. 85 N
1_9 1 87. t0 9_. 50 N
140 1 88. 70 5t. 95 N
141 1 86. 80 10. 75 N
144 1 89. 40 20. 75 N
146 1 8_,. 90 20, 75 N
150 1 89, 10 86, 55 N
89
r!
00000002
,'q
NRSR PULSE LIFE TEST 1N5656R 75_ F'ERK PULSE CURRENT RFTER 7509 PULSES_ _
STR#=_ RTN#=_O
TEST # 5 6
TEST ID VR IR
IJNITS, V R
_ER BIN
lel 1 88.65 _5.2e N *Add 5,760pulses from Contract ,
195 1 89.25 22.49 N No. NAS8,30811 for total l_lses .........
106 i 8?,20 _E:,_5 N
1_9 t 8?. 60 28. 75 N
1t_ 1 8?.49 51.29 N
113 1 89.25 22.49 N
116 1 91.45 54.49 N '"
t29 t 89.59 44.85 N
121 1 89.79 43.15 N
123 1 87,59 64.35 N
124 t 99.85 94.35 N
126 1 87.25 41.69 N
130 1 89.89 t5.95 N
133 1 9_,99 t4.49 N
135 1 8?.68 17.55 N
136 t 88.95 5t. 28 N
137 1 88.75 29.75 N
139 1 87.15 64. _9 N
149 1 88.79 31.95 N
141 1 86.79 11.95 N
144 1 89.59 22.35 N
146 1 86.99 16.35 N
159 1 89.19 71.28 N
00000002-TSA03
NRSR PULSE LIFE TEST LNS656R 75:_ F'ERF F'LILS,E CUE:E:ENT RFTEF: 1_000 F'LIL_,E ,*STR#=2 F'TN#=20 '
TEST I 5
TEST ID VR IR
UN|T$. V R
SER BIN *Add 5,760 pulses from Contract
101 I 88.80 42._:5 N No. NAS8-30811 for total pulses.105 1 89.50 21 55 N
106 1 87. _5 47 15 N
109 1 87.80 53:. 15 N
1t0 1 87.45 52 90 N
112 1 89. _0 20. 70 N
116 1 91.65 55.55 N '"
120 1 89.60 52 _'_ N
121 1 89. 70 _4. 3:5 N
12_ 1 87.55 9_:.05 N
124 1 90.80 101.6 N
126 1 8?. _0 44.80 N
1_0 1 89.00 18.25 N
12_ 1 92.05 11.15 N
t35 1 87.65 16.90 N
1_6 1 88.1@ 52.80 N
137 1 88. 80 19.95 N
129 1 8?.20 66. 3:5 N
140 1 88.75 21.90 N
141 1 86.80 8. 750 N
144 1 89.55 25.00 N
146 1 87.00 22. 75 N
150 1 89.30 77.55 N
91
00000002-TSA04
t,IRSRF'UL'.::,ELIFE TEST INS_Se';A ,"SL F'ERI,F'UL-,E,:UPIgENT RFTE_" I;._.,)0CL:L.-".I/_-"*
%TFI#--I I;'TN#=20
TEST # 5 6
TEST Ib: VI;'. If;'
UN ITS V R
'.-:El;.'Bird
15)1 1 88 85 42. 75 N * Acid 5,760 pulses from Contract
105 1 89. 20 17 55 N No.._AS8-30811 for total pulses.
106 1 87. 48 46. 95 N
109 1 8? .¢:0 48. 10 N
110 1 87 45 52. 70 N .,
113: 1 8q. 2:5 20. 75 N
116 1 91. 70 57. 55 N
12A 1 89. 65 54. "::0 N "
121 1 89. 78 3'1. 95 N
123: 1 87. 60 94. 3:5 N
124 1 9(4. 85 1@4. 1 N
126 1 87. 25 3:9. 60 N
120 1 89. 15 19. 75 N
12._ 1 9"_:.25 14. 00 N
"[25 1 87. e-5 15. 15 N
t_6 t 88. 05 45. 4e N
127 1 88. 75 t7. 55 N
1_9 1 87. 10 54, 3:5 N
140 1 88. 70 27. _0 N
141 1 86. 75 7. 950 N
t44 1 89. 59 25. 60 N
146 1 86. 90 t7. 55 N
150 1 89. 20 70. 15 N
92
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11"_" ' I
t
NRSR PULSE LIFE TEST IN565_R ?5%_ERF F'LIL._,E CUF'F'EN! RFTEF' L5000 PULSE';,*
STR#=2 PTN#=20
TEST t: S £
TEST ID: VR I_
, UNITS: ¥ R
SER BIN * Add 5j?bO _=tses from Contract
101 1 88. 70 27. 15 N No. NAS8-308II for total _Jlses.105 1 89, g5 22.25 N
106 1 $?. 25 44. _O N
109 1 87. 75 46.40 N
110 1 87.35 49 55 N
112 1 89.25 16.05 N
116 1 9t. 50 55.20 N
t20 1 89.50 5_. 80 N
121 1 89.65 22.55 N
12_ 1 07.50 71.95 N
124 1 90.80 94. _:5 N
126 1 87.25 25.55 N
1_0 1 89.00 15. t5 N
1_ 1 9_.00 12.80 N
1_5 1 07.65 10.25 N
13_ 1 87. 95 42. ?5 N
1_7 1 88. _5 12. 85 N
139 1 87. 10 57. 55 N
140 t 08._0 19.80 N
141 1 86. 70 9.600 N
144 1 89.45 26.95 N
14_ 1 86.90 22.25 N
t50 1 89.20 67.15 N
I
!.
!
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NR_R PULSE LIF'" TE_,T 1N'_,"='.E..,_.,R;'=".,,. PERK F'UL_,E CLIPF'ENT FItI_L,*
'-';TR# =._ RTNII=L
TEST I $ e.
TEST ID VR IF'.
UN]TS. V R
-_ER BIN
11;_1 1 t_8, 79 ;'._.Lj'.5 N * Mc] 5,760 pulses from Contract
195 1 _9, 40 17.15 N No, N/_SS-30811 for tot_l pulses,
196 1 _,?. 29 45, ge N
199 1 _? ;'5 49 55 N
119 1 I_7. "-,9 44. 75 N
11_ 1 $9 _e t7 15 N
-'..16 I _i. 55 5i. 29 N
12e i _9. 55 51. 20 N ,
121 1 _,9. _9 25 69 N
1_ 1 e,7 55 79. 55 N
t24 1 99. ?e 9¢,. 2@ N
126 1 _7. 2@ ._:2,55 N
t29 1 eS. 75 17. 55 N
132 I 92. 95 7. e5e N
125 I 87. 65 12. 95 N
t2_, 1 _,7. 95 44. 25 N
13:7 1 88. 79 19. 2@ N
129 1 87. 29 69. _:0 N
140 1 88. 65 25. 55 N
141 1 B6. 65 4. 759 N
t44 1 Bg. 59 2e. 35 N
_, 146 1 BE.. 90 19. 2e N
,' 159 1 Leg. 15 6E:. 75 N
,!
g4
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ORIG_AL p_GI_IS
o_"_oe Qo_
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...... .... 00000002-TSA08
X"_'--'_R F'UL:_E LIFE lEST lf,l.,e..,e..H_: "= " " 1_0,'; F't '11" F'ULSE f'UF'PF...tjI RFTEP 75_30 F'LILSE._,,: TFIII-_1 h:ThI#=2CI
TE_T # 5
TE_'_T |D V_' 11_
LINl T$ ' V
'..:,EK: E:! hi
_. 0%
1..,,:, 1 _. O0 ;:;.' "5 _ * /_Jd 5,7(_0 pulses from Contract
1:':4 1 _:6:. 75 45 CJ', f_ ,No. ,_b_SS-3t)Sl] for total pulses.
_"('_ 1 ,_9. _5 17. _5 f.,I
3i6
96
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00000002-TSA09
hl_FI PLIL.':';E LIFE 1E.c,1 J.r_l_,t:;_,r_',fl jftl.0:,; F" Fit F't_t'3t _ttl,'t'Fr.,ll Fffl_/,' .lOft,fit ,
TEST # 5
TE."3T ID VR I_:
UNIT5 V f_
._ER BIN * _ld 5,7(_0 pul._t'_ frt)m /:ontract
_9c; 1 _8. _:5 _e;. i2._, f,I No. I_S8-30811 for tot t!l ptd._os.
4N_R PULSE L_FE TECT 3ft_T_ ?T_C r0E_K F°UL_E CU_!_ENT !N!T!_L: *
_E_T !£0 VR !R
( UNITS V R
_ER BIN *Add 5,760pulses from Contrac_
2?2 _ _3_._ (_,gT N No. NASB-30811_for total pulses.
??4 2 F6@.!5 FO, R.
??_ 2 F_.4@ FO, R.
227 _ _92.! 2@,_T N
??9 2 F_2.9 FO, R.
74_ 2 F!_._O FO.R,
?44 2 F65.95 FO.R. J
?4e -_ _eT.? _..."_7_ N
24_ 2 FeB, S@ FO:_.
?54 2 F?e. 75 FO.E.
25_ 2 F49.@5 FO.R.
757 2 F82._5 FO.R.
252 2 F_2.85 FO.R.
?_ 2 F9@.25 FO.R.
?$_ 2 F9.700 FO.R.
27_ 2 F70.55 FO.R.
772 2 ¢2@._@ FO.R.
•_ _- _88.8 _ 456 U
774 2 F3'_. S5 FO. R.
279 2 F25. Be FO.R.
t
" 1
1
98
00000002-TSA11
N.q_ '>UL_'EL'_E "E_.'T iN.=.Zq=.¢_ ",_.-'r.,Eca_r..,,,-c r,*c,{._jT ¢_cT_g, "='r,4 p,,,,--_:L"Q_"2 Q'N_=2_ ....................
'_E_T t " _-,
_ER B'N
:?2_ _ ".9"..4 .c¢. 90 N , * Add 5,760 pulses fram Contract
_? -_ -.,.'"*'.....-" " !.', N No. NAS8-30811 for total puls_e,%
m . m ,{,, _ll,.
q
,5. " ".9! " 2" _"_'N
OI_IGI_AI.,_&GI_I_
99
..............................................................................................................................................................................................................._...........r_
00000002-TSA12
+,
i ++
rT_IOI_" I_TH_=20
*.*N! T ,_ V
_E_ _!N
J'"? _ '-._+ ;_ __" _0 _1 * Add 5,760 pulsc_ from Contract
_'.*.,-_ .' .+_'.. ",. .*_'. _,.. PI No. HAS8-50811 for total pulses.
"_,w,,a , 4.m2, " '°":" "'_ N , '*+'
I
+, ,,
l
I
100 t
00000002-TSA13
UN! T.c. _s ,_
_ER B;N
_'_2 4 d-92. 2 77, 9._ N _ Add 5_760 l_l_es from Contract
_? _- _.9_, £ 7_, @_ N No. NAS8-30811 for total pulses. ,.
:t4C, 1 ,..m?._ 2¢ _ N
oRIGINAL p/kGB IS
I
101 _"
-._ ,_ = ,-........................................
00000002-TSA] 4
102
.... ° ; ..... 00000002-TSB01
NR.e._ .='ULCE L;_'E TE.C.T" 1_,,I.¢_.:e'T_ ".=_'; °EF_, PUL'.TE C'UC'.I;'E._!'r ¢!NaL _t
'_TR,4=4. PTN#=:'C4
TEST # " ¢'
TE_T !D VP. !F:
UNt T$ : _,! FI
_EI;: BIN * Add 5,760 pulses from Contract
222 __ _.. c. ?9. _,0 N No, NAS8-30811 for total pulses.227 _. !92. ¢, 4_, 4e N
.'."47 4 '_=_ "_ 44 "_'e N
".'._9 _ 4.9!. _ =" "=,m . ._. m. N
!
' o't ¢oov.
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TE_T # : " ?
TE_T !D: _?R !R
UN!T.¢: V
_ER BIN * Add 5,760 pulses from Contract
?¢,,._ __ ,_.o=_,.._. o4__.m=,.. N No. NAS8-30811 for total pulses.
_,_;2 = I.o.7. 9 27. B_ N
?04 ._ ._._5, 5. 92, 7=,,. N
"_0_; _ "9(;.-"¢ _" E:,e N
200 _'I !_?. .¢_ .'_2. _Et N
?90 ! _ge.2 "_. 95 N
294 1 1_7. ! 2, 290 U
?97 ! !B2. _ 29. 15 N
298 I !_.9.5 29. 15 N
4_IQ ! 1.90. 2 57. 05 N
4e! .,'_ !E_5. 0 _..-_ E:EI N
402 ! !9_. E_ 20. 20 N
• 405 1 !87. 0 2_. 4_ N
40E; ! _.E_9.? 27. 5_ N
40_q ! !97. 4 36. E,E_N
409 1 1E_L_.8 29. _,0 N
412 __ 1_4. 5 4".'.._.49 N
412 1 !0_. ? 29. 05 N
414 1 197. ! 27. 95 N
4'__5 ._ 105. ._ 20. 49 N
42? ! 198. 2 ?Q. 40 N
4;:4 1 !90. 4 _5. 15 N
; 426 I 191. 9 _2. _0 N
"! 42_ ! ._.. "._ 40 N
, 104
I
_ _ _
NNNNNNNg_T_n_
• .'tH:_'R PUL'/_ L'FE "'¢."? '.N_..:.:'._ '._:; f*,-!=+!_p,.o,..,,__ ,:-,R._:_NT _FT_._: "_._9 PUL'/_'. *
11
'-':H#'2 _:N#-;_
"' ' TE'-:T !L_: _!R .rR
UN.I T$ : V R
'_I_R BIN * Add 5,760 pulses from Contract
2-_._ _-. I'.:9.6 "-22..e N No. NAS8-30811 for total pulses.
<.t_e :. "..._lJ.2 4!. _t_ N L
409 I "-._.Q. 1 2._. _ N
42_ ". "..._. U 2-Q. 1_ N
426- 1 "-..q2.2 _..'ge N '.
428 ". ?,,Pe. 0 _1. "-.'_ N
$
:+
i
i
!
105 i
t
O0000002-TSB04
N_R PULSE L_FE TCcT _N_'_R I_ ¢,_v ¢,o=o¢E _.LI_F:ENT _FTE_ !_@ PULSE c *
$_R#=2 RTN#=2e
TE$? #: ? ?
TE_T !D: VR !R
UNITS: u R
SER BXN *Add 5,760 pulses from Contrac_
298 _ !eb. 5 !32. ? N No. NAS8-30811 for total pulses.408 1 _98._ 47.95 N
409 1 189. t 24.68 N
423 ! 19e. 4 36.0e N
426 1 !92.1 65.95 N
428 ! !98.2 4!.8e N
I
106
jI q
__ _
O0000002-TSB05
• NRSR PULSE L!FE _EET _N_R _ C'£_k _".*L_E CU_:C:ENT _TEP !'2_ ¢"..ILEE_ *
. TEST #: ?
TEST !D: VR !R
UNITS: ¥ R
SER BIN *Add 5,760 pulses from Contract
298 _ !$9.? 6?.?5 N No. NAS8-30811 _r tot.a1 pulses.
408 ! !98.3 46.88 N
489 ! !89.8 7!.!5 N
42_ ! !92.2 42.90 N
426o ! !91.6 59.75 N ..
428 1 198.9 42._5 N
i
107
O0000002-TSB06
CT_=_ RTN_=2e
TEST !D: VR !R
UN!T_: V 8 *,_d 5,760 pulses from Contract
.-_R B!N No.._$8-30811 for total pulses
?_? _ _?_.? _4. e N
4ee _ _se. 2 42._e N
4e_ _ _9_._ 2e. ee N
422 _ _9g. 7 2e._J N
42_ _ _92._ _._e N
42_ _ _ge._ ?2.?e N ..
108
t
u - "......... _ ......... o
O0000002-TSB07
eJ NRSR PULSE L]FE TEST _.N56£SR _ PERK F'LIL_E C:LIF:F_ENT FINAL;*
STRI=I RTN#=2B
, TEST #: 7 8
TEST IP: VR IR
UNITS: V R *Add 5,760 pulses £rom Contract
SER BIN No. NAS8-30811 _r total pulses.
_98 1 189. t 62._5 N
488 1 189,? 39.15 N
409 t t88.9 28,1e N
423 1 192. e _6.75 N
426 1 191.6 55,95 N
428 t 198.2 3_.55 N
J
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